EXHIBIT 10

   “At one time, I though I would like to get my Masters but ITT credits do not transfer unless you want to go to another school similar to them.”

   “My credits will not transfer to any other school and if they were accepted my level of education would be so low due to ITT I would fail any class I was moved in. For me to go to school I would have to start over again due to ITT’s educations low quality.”

   “Yes they advised me if I was to leave for a better school my credits would not transfer and all will be lost.”

4. (ID 8303), Alabama-Bessemer, 9/2008-2/2010:
   “I was told by the recruiter that ITT was fully accredited and that the credits would transfer to any other college in the state. I cannot find a school that will accept ITT tech credits due to their damaged reputation and the fact that they are only nationally accredited rather than regionally accredited as they told me when I enrolled.”

5. (ID 8167), Alabama-Bessemer, Criminal Justice, 9/2008-3/2010:
   “Stated that the credits would transfer anywhere, that this was a good solid education. I went to University of Alabama after I graduated to see about transferring my credits and continuing my education. They looked at my transcript and told me nothing would transfer from ITT, and that my “degree” was a worthless, expensive, piece of trash. The only school I found my credits would transfer to was University of Phoenix. And even then, not all of the credits would transfer.”

“Upon going to ITT during registration, I was told that they were accredited and I could transfer my credits anywhere if I choose to do so for any reason. While I went to school there, I was also a work-study there and found out that they were in the process of trying to get accredited from what I was told. Right before I left I heard that they were not accredited at all and former students had issues finding any college to accept the credits.”


“Only schools would take a minimal amount of ITT-TECH credit was other for profit school such as strayer university but not all credits transferred.”

8. (ID 5814), Alabama-Bessemer, Digital Entertainment and Game Design, 1/2003-1/2007:

“I was told in the interview process that all of my credits would transfer to other schools. I later found that nothing would transfer to other schools as the accreditation system/service that they used was not recognized by any state university or community college.”


“I was also told during enrollment, after I asked about the accreditation and possibly transferring credits that they were already applying for it and should have regional accreditation within the next year, which seemed to always get pushed back another year whenever I asked about it.”


“Also, none of the credits were recognized at any other academic institution. When I attempted to re-enroll in a traditional school, I was informed that zero of my credits would transfer. Effectively forcing me to start from scratch. Except with a 400 dollar a month student loan payment.”

11. (ID 4710), Alabama-Bessemer, 3D Game Design, 8/2004-8/2008:

“The credits acquired from ITT Technical Institute are non transferable, even though I was told they were.”
12. (ID 8551), Alabama-Madison, 3/2012-12/2013:

“Yes. Told me the school was accredited. Told me the credits would transfer. Nope. I have contacted at least 8 community colleges and they will maybe take 3 classes out of the 20 I took.”

13. (ID 2619, 9720), Alabama-Madison, Electrical and Electronics Engineering Technology, 6/2012-12/2014:

“As anyone who has tried can tell you, 99% of ITT credits won’t transfer. I briefly considered going to Wallace State, which is close to where I live, and found out I get to start over at the beginning. Worthless.”


“I was told that my credits would be able to be transferred to any major university, it was my original goal to follow up my education at UAH. To find out no other colleges accepted my credits not even for general education. I have attempted to go to another school several times to find out the semesters I attended at ITT are worthless to me. Being a single father it is hard to face having to completely start over.”

15. (ID 7233), Alabama-Mobile, CEET, 5/2012-5/2014:

“I have enrolled in another university, but I am taking some classes over as the ITT tech credits did not transfer. I was not notified of this when I was getting information about the institution.”


“Due to the accreditation of ITT Technical Institute I am not able to further my education without starting completely over. I was led to believe that other, more traditional colleges, would allow my credits to transfer. Since having graduated from ITT, I have learned this could not be further from the truth; no school that I have looked into attending is willing to accept credit transfers from ITT. This fact of having to completely start over is currently dissuading me from returning to a school of higher education to attain a Master’s degree or further. If I were not saddled with paying for a degree whose credits I can’t successfully transfer anywhere worth note and that is veritably worthless, since ITT has recently closed its doors, I would be furthering my education now.”
17. (ID 9134), Arizona-Tempe, Criminology and Forensic Technology, 9/2011-5/2013:

“I know I need to go back to school but I found out that not even half if maybe half would transfer so that means I’d have to retake half of my classes I already took yet I still have to pay that huge sum amount of money that put me in debt[.]”


“ASU, UofA, NAU, Glendale community college, Mesa community college and university of Phoenix all told me my degree is not accredited and I would have to start from the beginning.”


“They told me that I could transfer credits to a major university after I graduated and completed the course. They definitely don’t tell you your degree will be useless to any other college or university. That’s because they want you to enroll in their bachelors program with another 60,000 in debt.”


“I was also told that ITT was accredited and that I could continue my education else where, this is also not true. I was actually laughed at by Mesa Community College when I asked about enrolling to continue on to my bachelors degree. I was laughed at by a community college. They stated that my credits would not transfer. When I asked ITT about it they shrugged it off as no big deal, after they told me they would transfer. The Department chair even told me they would transfer then admitted the lie in front of the director and the dean of my campus.”


“I was told I get a job anywhere with my degree and I was told I could even transfer to another school if I wanted. The US Government doesn’t even hire ITT students due to its accreditation. I can’t even transfer to another school with my credits. I tried going to ASU, and NAU but credits can’t transfer. I’ve tried going to some Community colleges and I couldn’t transfer credits. I even tried joining the Navy to become an Officer and they don’t recognize ITT Bachelors Degree.”
22. (ID 6438), Arizona-Tempe, 1/2001-5/2003:

“They stated that credits would transfer to other universities, like ASU. This was not true. No credits were accepted by any other school I attempted to transfer to. I had to start my college education completely from scratch since none of my credits transferred.”


“I tried to enroll in other schools, Glendale Community College among others, and was basically told that I would have to start over. This made pursuit of higher education impossible.”


“ITT-Tech told me that my degree and credits would transfer to any college when I started and that there accreditation was good as I expressed to them I wanted to persue my masters degree, yet this was a complete lie. to-date I am unable to presue my masters degree as no university will take my degree I received from ITT or my credits. I am now forced to start all over. I have tried and tried to pursue my master degree to help me but due to the lack of accreditation of ITT-tech all the University around me will not take my credits or my degree from ITT-tech.”


“I wanted to go for a bachelors degree in computer drafting and design, at the time ITT did not have one for my field of study so I tried to go to the community college here in Tucson but my credits would not transfer so I was going to have to start all over.”

26. (ID 5478), Arizona-Tucson, 9/3-6/7:

“I have tried to go to local universities and transfer my credits and was informed they would not accept my credits.”

27. (ID 8725), Arizona-Tucson, Project Management, 8/2009-5/2013:

“I could not enroll into Pima Community College or The University of Arizona. Both school informed me that they do not accept ITT transfers.”


“I had to start from zero again when enrolling in any other college. [E]ven our local community college would not transfer my ITT tech credits.”

“They claimed that they offered all the classes required by state and federal guidelines for my degree program. But when I attempted to transfer my credits to another schools I found out half of my classes, including the core subjects, were not acceptable for transfer due to them not meeting the required in-class time or subject material covered. I was informed that only 70-75 of the 120 credits I earned in my time at ITT Tech would be transferrable and that was only if ITT Tech would release the credits to be transferred...which they refused to until I contacted the Department of Higher Education.”


“The recruiter had no problems telling me that accreditation was taken everywhere. It wasn’t so my credits wouldn’t transfer to a proper school once I figured out that the diploma I would receive from ITT Tech was useless. I tried to apply to University of Washington but none of my credits transferred so I would have to start over and I don’t have the finances for that.”


“We were told we could leave and go to a certain few schools and when I applied. I was told most of, if not all of my classes/ credits would not transfer.”


“Citing that credits were transferable to other educational institutions when in fact they are not.”


“My credits did not transfer to the University of Arkansas at Little Rock. This cost me time and money to begin my education all over again.”

34. (ID 3721, 3708), Arkansas-Little Rock, Criminal Justice, 9/2006-6/2010:

“We were originally told that ITT was fully accredited and that their credits and our degrees would transfer. It wasn’t until much later that I found out this wasn’t true. I tried to leave ITT but couldn’t take any of my credits with me to the local state colleges. Once I completed my
degree I tried applying at other schools and was denied because of where my degree came from.”


“When i attended they claimed credits were transferable. Not the case. They said they had students working in the videogame industry that could get me into the business. They claimed strong connections with businesses and did not deliver. Teachers were not accredited to teach. Credits were sold at a point as being transferrable and accredited.”

“I was considering transferring to Fullerton university but my credits are not accepted.”


“They didn’t fully explaining that their accreditation wasn’t transferable to most colleges for continuing education after graduation. I wanted to get my masters and found that none of my credits would transfer to open colleges. My company encouraged me to get an MBA and my choices were limited to for profit schools who had lower enrollment requirements. As such I got a degree from a non reputable school.”

37. (ID 7009), California-Anaheim, CEET, 1/2003-1/2005:

“Was told our classes are all fully accredited to any and all schools except for a few ivy league campuses. Tried furthering me education at Cypress Community College, and found out not a single credit from my ITT education could transfer over, so its basically as if you never went to ITT and have to start from scratch all over again.”

38. (ID 6884), California-Anaheim, Internet Networking, 6/2003-12/2003:

“They informed me that the classes I take at ITT would be transferable to a cal state. Tried to transfer to a community college in which none of the classes I took were transferable.”


“They stated they they were accredited in addition to all credits would be transferable to most schools. Wouldn’t transfer credit to finish degree.”

“Degree at this time is worthless and isn’t transferable or accredited. Other school will not take transfer credits from ITT. So it is like starting over my with my degree.”
40. (ID 6057), California-Culver City, Drafting Design, 6/2008-4/2010:

“This school is non accredited so I tried to transfer to Santa Monica College but they didn’t accept it.”

41. (ID 9464), California-Culver City, Criminal Justice, 9/2009-12/2011:

“I’m having a hard time having my credits transferred so I can continue my education without accruing more debit.”

42. (ID 4139, 7977), California-Culver City, 10/2013-6/2015:

“Many schools state that ITT Technical Institute credits are not transferable since they have never been fully accredited to begin with.”

“Credits are not transferable based on what those schools informed me. I applied for more than 10 schools and they declined to accept all credits and time for a job field I had knowledge in before ITT. Because of ITT Tech, I may never be able to get my time and money back.”

43. (ID 7103), California-Hayward, Information Technology Multimedia, 1/2002-1/2004:

“Certain classes that I had taken at ITT Tech did not transfer over to other Universities causing me to take those classes again which caused my Higher Education to cost more.”

44. (ID 7700), California-Hayward, Software Development, 3/2016-8/2016:

“I tried to enroll in community college and they told me NOTHING transfers over from I.T.T.”

45. (ID 8599), California-Lathrop, Computer Tech, 8/2001-7/2002:

“We were told our credits were going to be transferable but when I try to go back to school on a junior college only a few credits were transferable and I chose to wait to go back to ITT tech but now there close and I’m have to start all over when I go back to school. I need to retake classes cause credits won’t transfer.”

46. (ID 3727, 8010), California-Lathrop, Criminal Justice, 5/2007-9/2012:

“When I tried to leave ITT-tech and transfer because I was staring to see the lies, I couldn’t all those years all those credit didn’t exist if I transferred.”
“The recruiter that assisted me in enrolling stated the Forensic class offered on the Criminal Justice program would be classes necessary for me to pursue a field as a coroner.”

“When I wanted to enroll to CSU Stanislaus I was informed my credits were not transferable. ITT-Tech failed to inform me.”

47. (ID 7646), California-Lathrop, 1/2007-1/2009:

“In order to be promoted, I need a 4 year degree. Sadly, I cant transfer my credits to a more legit institution to finish 2 more years of school. ITT wants me to get into another mess of a loan situation and over charge me another $40k to complete their bachelor program.”


“No one explained to me that the credits from this school would not transfer to a real school so I felt trapped.”

49. (ID 8393), California-Lathrop, Criminal Justice, 9/2004-10/2005:

“I was told that all my credits could be transferred to any college of my choice if I decided to leave. Which was a lie nothing was able to transfer and the pre test before school I did not pass they lied on that. I tried to finish my degree at another school and that’s when I was informed none of my credit can be transferred. I would have to take the classes all over. Which means more money.”

50. (ID 9289), California-National City, Information Systems And Cybersecurity, 2/2009-3/2014:

“It was explained that yes they were a fully accredited college and if I wanted to continue to my Masters that my credits would transfer. After begining the program I found out that the majority of colleges in the US did not accept credits nor awknowledge my degree. Furthermore at most employers ITTs reputation severily devalues my degree. I tried to pullout during my program to a State university but my credits would not transfer nor would ITT help me in transferring credit.”

51. (ID 8973), California-National City, 12/2009-9/2013:

“Tried to transfer to a traditional state college but no credits transferred and I was already too far into my GI Bill to be able to do so without losing the rest of my benefits and having to pay back for benefits used so far.”
52. (ID 9336), California-National City, CEET, 7/2007-9/2009:

“They told me that ITT was fully accredited and that I would’ve been able to transfer my credits when I signed up. They also sent a gentleman into my Electronics class that lied to every person in that class about accreditation. I had to start completely over at my community college because none of my credits transferred. This also caused me more time and money to transfer to a 4 year university.”

53. (ID 5366), California-National City, Networking Systems Administration, 9/2012-6/2014:

“I found out after the fact that the school is not accredited and I am not able to transfer any of my credits to finish my schooling.”

54. (ID 8755), California-National City, 6/2009-3/2013:

“I was unable to transfer to a different school because they didn’t accept ITT Technical Institute credits. I was unable to further my education in this field because of that reason.”

55. (ID 7734), California-National City, Project Management and Administration, 12/2009-10/2013:

“We were told that they were nationally accredited. Once I realized that this school wasn’t what I had expected, I tried to leave but none of my credits would transfer, Not ONE! So since I was using the GI Bill i was pretty mush at a loss so I felt trapped and felt like I was going to just have to finish my degree here otherwise my GI bill would have been wasted with out anything to show for it. Called three of the local colleges near me and not one of them would accept my credits from ITT. I felt trapped since I was using the GI Bill.”

56. (ID 8440), California-Orange, Data Communications Systems Technology, 6/2007-6/2011:

“I tried to transfer to another colleges like UCLA but as I was trying to obtain more information I was told that my BS did not count and could not be transfer to that school or any other University of California.”

57. (ID 6592), California-Orange, Criminal Justice, 6/2008-3/2012:

“During the program i had to finish because my credits would not transfer to another college so my options to leave the school and seek education at another institute was very limited.”
58. [ID 9266], California-Orange, Electronics Technology, 1/2004-1/2008:

“I could not transfer any of my ITT credits to a local community college. I have to re take my general education and start from the beginning.”

59. [ID 9614], California-Orange, ASEE, 2/2009-9/2011:

“Was told that my credits could transfer to any school. I tried to attend a local university after graduation only to find out nothing could be transferred not even general education.”

60. [ID 4731], California-Orange, 10/2010-12/2012:

“Since i could not afford to enroll in their bachelors program to go into debt $100K, I tried to apply at a cal state university but my credits would not transfer and I would have to start from scratch. Due to this I am unable to further my education.”

61. [ID 8107], California-Orange, Project Management Administration, 1/2012-1/2015:

“Was lied to about accreditation and where credits could transfer[.] The credits I earned at ITT Tech wouldn’t transfer to anywhere but a for profit school. I tried to transfer the credits but hit a dead end and had to give up on school altogether.”

62. [ID 7033], California-Oxnard, ISS , Information Systems Security, 12/2012-6/2015:

“I have a young daughter and family to feed and it is hard when about half my monthly income has to soon go to all of my student loans. Private being the worst. Went to try for a Masters and cant get in any school without basically redoing 3 yrs of education i already took.”


“The whole reason I went to this school was so I can get my Associates degree and then move on to a State school to finish my bachelors degree. I was told that many students graduated to move onto the nearest State school. After graduation, all of my credits were not transferable. I was told by the State school that they have never transferred any units from ITT Technical Institute. After graduating from ITT Technical Institute I was told by Sacramento State University and other local community colleges that my credits would never transfer. Before I signed paper work to attend ITT Technical Institute, I was told that it was very common for people to earn an Associates degree with ITT Technical Institute and move on to a State school to finish their education.”

“I would have to start all over again as not one of my credits transfer. I’m taking courses in programming to further my career but retaking all of the classes necessary to earn a real degree is not possible with my work schedule.”

“I’m taking courses at the local Community College just to further my work skills and attempt to get a job as a developer (java). None of the credits I spent so much time and money to earn will even transfer to a Community College... not one credit.”

65. (ID 8410), California-Rancho Cordova, 8/2001-6/2005:

“I couldn’t enroll in another school because my credits wouldn’t transfer.”


“None of my credits transferred at the community college level, so I was faced with a difficult choice. Start over from scratch or continue with ITT. I chose the latter because I felt like I didn’t have a choice.”


“I was hoping to get into a grad program in California focused on Public Policy, but none of the schools I have inquired with accept credits from ITT-Tech. To progress in any career field, I will have to earn at least another Associate and Bachelor degree.”


“Didn’t tell me that credit does not transfer. Credit are pretty much useless. Never mentioned this at the beginning of enrollment.”

“Was in the impression of transferable credit and wasn’t told till end of Associate program. They fast track the course and not given enough time to learn. Couldn’t get a job in my field of study when I put ITT on resume. Had to remove it and/or not mention about attending ITT. Wasn’t told credit WOULD NOT be transferable to another college cause ITT credit is not recognize.”
69. (ID 9573), California-Rancho Cordova, Computer Electronics/Electronic Engineering, 1/1996-12/1998:

“I called a local college and asked about enrolling to get my Microsoft Certification and was told ITT was not able to transfer my credits. When I called ITT they said they were not. Upon enrollment I was told I could transfer my credits anywhere. Now, if I want to go back and finish I have to start all over.”

70. (ID 4497), California-Rancho Cordova, Network Systems Administrator, 6/2011-3/2013:

“Furthermore, I had another faculty member try to “persuade” me into staying at ITT by telling me that none of my credits would transfer to any other school. She explained this point by telling me that it was up to the other school to accept the credits and that schools hardly ever accepted credits from any other school, because they could not verify that the curriculum was similar enough to allow me to skip taking their course. I find this to be misleading information, and down right rude to tell a student that they are essentially stuck at ITT.”

71. (ID 7961), California-Rancho Cordova, Information Technology and Multimedia, 8/2004-8/2006:

“I have had to retake multiple classes that I had already taken at ITT Tech because my credits would not transfer. I am now enrolled in a community college and if I want an associate’s degree I will have to retake ALL of my general ed classes on top of IT.”

72. (ID 2551), California-Rancho Cordova, Information Technology, 6/2013-4/2015:

“I attended ITT Technical Institute with the idea and conformation that when I completed my credits they would transfer. I was lied to my face and felt like a number in line. You have to remember I was there for 2 years, I asked multiple times over the year if they would I even confronted the Dean of ITT Technical Institute on Rancho Cordova and was blissfully lied to. ITT Technical Institute is a failed accredited administration my local college wont take them or my local university’s ITT Technical Institute credits are nationally accredited which means there not able to be transferred which are pointless because I’ve wasted two years for a pointless degree.”

73. (ID 9476), California-San Bernardino, Computer Electronics Engineering Technology, 6/2010-6/2012:

“I was told by school personnel that I could transfer my credits to a 4-year college like Cal Poly Pomona if I got my Bachelor’s degree. In retrospect, I am relieved that I did not opt in to pursue a bachelor’s degree because I know now that that was false information to try to get students to
continue after getting an associate’s degree and grow their debt to an additional $40,000 plus interest. However, the thought of the opportunity to get my bachelor’s there and transfer to Cal Poly Pomona was one of the reasons why I was happy with my decision to attend this institution. I have been wanting to go to Cal Poly Pomona for engineering and was told I could transfer to that college but found out later that credits do not transfer and I would have to start all over again.”

74. [ID 9474], California-San Bernardino, Computer Electronics, 1/2002-1/2006:

“Can’t transfer to a regular Community college.”

75. [ID 9035], California-San Bernardino, Computer and Electronics Engineering Technology, 3/2009-6/2011:

“They made me believe that there credits were transferable but they were not when I tried attending San Bernardino Valley College they told me that none of my credits were transferable I would have to start over from scratch. I later found out the the credits were only transferable to other profit schools and other owned ITT tech schools. My mother and I owe 44,000 dollars due to Federal Loans which makes it hard to go to a community college again.”

76. [ID 9186], California-San Bernardino, Criminal Justice, 10/2005-5/2010:

“After I completed the program at ITT, I tried to apply for a teaching credential. That’s when I found out that my degree wasn’t regionally accredited; so I then looked into transferring to another school that was regionally accredited. They would not take any of my credits. I basically would have to start all over with my education.”

77. [ID 7718], California-San Bernardino, School of Information Technology, 2/2007-2/2012:

“Was told I could transfer my credits to any college if I moved, where there was no ITT school present. I’m trying to enroll in Western Governors University, and my credits will not transfer to that college. Forcing me to start ALL over AGAIN.”

78. [ID 9368], California-San Bernardino, Computer Aided Drafting and Design (CDD), 6/2007-3/2009:

“Michael Johnson the ITT-Tech rep or sales rep/recruiter explained that the school was nationally accredited and that most if not all universities would be honored and grateful to accept all students whom possessed ITT-Tech units. I asked if they were WASC accredited and he explained they were better than that because WASC was based off a west coast system
accreditation where as ITT-Tech’s accreditation was based off a National Widely considered accreditation. And began showing us plaques of the accreditation at the San Bernardino campus. I began going to a community college since 2010, and they told me none of my units would transfer. So I started it all over and have been going to community college since then. It is a tough battle ahead and I felt like if I never went to ITT-Tech I wouldn’t have been in the predicament that I am now.”

79. (ID 9483), California-San Diego, Criminal Justice, 12/2007-9/2010:

“Again citing the Job placement claims verbally guaranteeing post graduation employment and since they don’t yet offer a Master’s program the ease of transferring my credits to a 4-year institution. None of which is true. I contacted other schools only to find that when I tried to transfer credits to another program the schools would not accept them. Only to also be told that my degree wouldn’t allow a transfer into a four year program.”

80. (ID 7524), California-San Diego, Game Design, 4/2005-11/2008:

“The recruiter also said their credits were non transferable to other schools but soon all that would change and we would be grandfathered in to the transferable credits. ITT’s credit are non transferable even though they lied saying they would be eventually.”


“Having come from a community college I distinctly remember verifying with my counselor/financial aide representative that if I wanted to eventually go to a University or go for a Masters degree in the future that it would be possible after my ITT education. I wasn’t aware that my credits weren’t transferable until well after I’d graduated. ITT Tech gave me a false impression that my credits were transferable in the future. By then I was over education by way of the traditional classroom.”

82. (ID 8595), California-San Diego, Computer Drafting and Design, 9/2001-7/2003:

“School claimed that credits were transferable when they were not. If I attended another school I would have to start all over again. Credits were not transferable. So when I wanted to further my education I had to start over again. Eventually had to drop out because I couldn’t afford to pay off loan, intern and take on new studies while trying to pay bills[.]”
83. [ID 9197], California-San Diego, Data Programming, 8/2011-2/2012:

“Started at new schools but credits didn’t transfer.”

84. [ID 8529], California-San Diego, 9/2010-6/2012:

“ITT Tech’s Credits weren’t transferable 100% to other technical schools. Which was later brought up to us after we were almost done with our Associates. Never before signing up or during our enrollment with ITT Tech was this mentioned. If we were to try and transfer, depending on the school, we’d have to redo a large portion of our schooling to get another school’s Associates Degree and then follow it with a Bachelors Degree. This would have caused a huge financial issue.”

85. [ID 7774], California-San Dimas, Project Management and Administration, 9/2008-8/2012:

“I was told i was able to transfer out at anytime. Many years i went to school at ITT were for nothing because even a community college didn’t validate my credits.”

86. [ID 7329], California-San Dimas, Computer Networking Systems, 1/2006-1/2008:

“However ITT did not make it clear that the degree was not transferable to pursue another higher level degree.”


“I was told I would be able to transfer to any university with the units I would be receiving, obviously that was a lie and it’s a shame because that’s why I started going there in the first place. I was also told I would be provided with actual networking certifications, I was told this by my recruiter who was later fired only because multiple complaints had been filed regarding lies.”

88. [ID 8819], California-San Dimas, 9/2003-1/2007:

“When I tried to take classes at another college I was not able to because my credits did not transfer so I never was able to attend another school because I did not want to take classes over again. I tried to see if my credits would transfer and mostly I only received credit from the Junior college I attended and very little from ITT.”
89. [ID 7755], California-San Dimas, Drafting and Design, 6/2008-9/2011:

“My goal was to become an Electrical Engineer/project manager in the construction field. I thought I was on the right path, until I graduated and found out my credit weren’t even transferable. If I knew that was the case, I would have NEVER gone to ITT. I would have gone to a community college... earn a legit degree and pay WAY less.”

90. [ID 5526], California-San Dimas, Computer Drafting and Design, 6/2008-6/2010:

“I was told during enrollment that I could transfer to another college in my area, but half way through my two year program I found out this was not the case when I called Cal Poly Pomona and asked what classes would transfer and they told me none. I did have one job using my degree and I was terminated 6 months later due to not knowing anything needed to perform in the position and now that I work with other Engineers I know now that everything ITT taught me was useless for working in fields that they claimed to train us in. While I was still student at ITT, I spoke to an enrollment associate at Cal Poly and the Art Institute of Design about transferring after graduation and both of them stated that if I wanted to attend school there that I would have to start over and none of my credits would transfer from ITT.”

91. [ID 8004], California-Sylmar, 9/2006-3/2008:

“Yes, they did not explain to me the degree was accredited through a private institution and the units were non-transferable to junior colleges/universities. I tried transferring my credits to a Junior college to take classes to transfer to a 4 year school and get a Bachelor’s degree but I was told by the counselor at the Junior College ITT Tech’s units did not transfer and I had to start from zero.”

92. [ID 4010], California-Sylmar, Digital Entertainment and Game Design, 9/2006-9/2010:

“She claim that the credits where transferable and that I could go anywhere I wanted and my education would continue somewhere else. I couldn’t enroll anywhere, I had to start from zero and spend more money that what I already had spent at ITT. Going somewhere else would only pile up more debt. I was and still are very frustrated to spend $150K on a piece of paper that is worth nothing.”
93. (ID 8806), California-Sylmar, Network Systems Administrator, 12/2014-5/2016:

“So I’ve been told that only 3 classes that I took the whole year and a half are the only ones that will be able to get transferred there isn’t a lot of school from where I live at that will take Network Systems Administrator credits from ITT tech so I got kind of screwed there.”


“I constantly look to further my education, and they promised that other students were able to transfer and continue with their M.S. but no school is willing to take me.”

95. (ID 7706), California-Sylmar, Electronics and Communications Engineering Technology, 1/2003-12/2007:

“They said my credits were transferrable to different universities. I was lied too about transferring my credits to major name universities. I would have to start all over to get a good education from an accredited school.”

96. (ID 4252, 4316), California-Torrance, Criminal Justice, 11/2004-9/2008:

“Said accreditation was good, we could transfer if needed and not lose out. Boy was that wrong. Was told if I transferred anywhere else by other schools it was a repeat all over again.”

“No credits would transfer ....have to redo EVERYTHING.”

97. (ID 9481, 9485), California-Torrance, Computer Electronic Engineering Technology, 12/2010-12/2012:

“El Camino College will not accept transfer. Or any other accredited Southern California University after talking with counselors.”

“After consultation with multiple accredited Southern California Colleges and Universities, I have been informed that my credits are “non transferable” and I can not continue to go onto a Bachelors program or further with the Education provided by ITT-Tech.”

98. (ID 9256), California-Torrance, Project Management, 9/2011-9/2016:

“[M]ost of schools are only taking less then half of the credits that i have already obtained, putting my life on hold for four years and having to start all over is just not right.”
99. (ID 2627), California-Torrance, 1/2007-1/2013:

“Accredited, but never told me that their credits don’t transfer. I found out that information once I started googling about the school. I saw all my class mates pass with flying colors, including the ones that would never show. I had to start from scratch at a community college.”

100. (ID 9261), California-Torrance, Software Development, 4/2014-12/2015:

“My credits were not completely transferable to community colleges. Lacc won’t take my credits for general ed and have to start over again if I want to continue.”


“I tried to enroll in Devry and was told my credits wouldn’t transfer even though ITT said the credits would transfer.”


“Credits could not be transferred to another technical school.”


“I tried to enroll in school to obtain a teaching credential. NONE of the classes I took were transferable.”

104. (ID 9043), California-West Covina, 9/2005-6/2009:

“I tried to attend Antelope Valley college in Lancaster and was told ITT was not an accredited college.”


“I was told that if I decided to transfer to another school after my associate degree that my credits would be transferable then after I was told it was not.”

“Other schools would not take my credits to transfer.”
106.  
(ID 5518), California-West Covina, Criminal Justice, 6/2006-9/2007:  
“I attempted to go to a community college shortly after I withdrew from ITT, only to find out the credits were not transferable and I had wasted my time and (future) money on this school.”

107.  
(ID 9472), California-West Covina, 1/1997-7/1999:  
“I could not transfer to citrus college because of ITT I would have to start all over again.”

108.  
(ID 7973), Colorado-Aurora, Computer Networking Systems, 12/2005-12/2007:  
“They also said my credits could transfer to other colleges. Very few credits would transfer anywhere if they were accepted at all. I was a few classes short of earning a BS at ITT, but have to basically start over to go to any college and earn a 4 year degree.”

109.  
(ID 8964), Colorado-Aurora, Network Systems Administration, 12/2012-12/2014:  
“I can’t continue on with a bachelor program as I was planning because my credits won’t transfer.”

110.  
“Any school that I have gotten in contact with over potentially furthering my education has been met with me having to take additional classes, or that my degree is not recognized as a degree that meets the qualification to enroll in the field of study. In order for me to obtain a masters degree, I would need to start a program all over, and obtain a new bachelor degree before I could continue.”

111.  
(ID 9059), Florida, Electronical Engineering, 8/1999-6/2001:  
“Our counselors, told us that all of our credits would transfer to another school if we need to, that was untrue, i was told the job placement was at higher percentage than what it was.”

112.  
(ID 3785, 8335), Florida-Bradenton, 3/2011-12/2013:  
“I want to attend state college of Florida but my credits will not transfer, none of them.”

“A representative at ITT claimed that my credits were transferrable to other colleges like FIU, NOVA Southeastern University, Miami Dade College. I was denied credit transfers to Florida International University as well as Nova Southeastern University. Both said that I would have to begin a program from the start.”


“I was unable to transfer my ITT credits to my community college because they are not recognized by most of the universities and colleges. I had to start from scratch my education, I lost several years and of course had to spend more money[.]”


“Completely omitted the fact that my credits were not transferable to other schools that were not ITT Tech. I couldn’t continue my education as a result.”


“When I was with the counselor I remember seeing a paper that show credits were valid. I try more than one time to transfer credits..and since the school was not accredited I never could.”

“Yes a a at the time if enrolling the recruiter claim that ITT was a credited institution and didn’t need to obtain a license... they offered to help with a job placement which they sent me to places it didn’t anything with the field I was studying .they even assured credits were transferable.”

“When I was in my fifth semester I went to see the counselor because I wanted to change school due to the reason too many students were dropping out of class and teachers would made us copy notes and not practice I felt I wasn’t learning anything. So I went to the counselor to request a transfer. ...she told me she was quitting she couldn’t take it anymore she was being pressure to lied to students. I was appalled that meant she lied to me too...we were interrupted by the dean and I was forced to be out of the office. I waited for her but they told me to come another time...I left and later went to look for her again and they informed me she left for good. I spoke to another recruiter and find out I couldn’t transfer my credits.”

117. (ID 3762), Florida-Doral, Criminal Justice, 12/2005-7/2014:

“I tried transferring into Strayer and I couldn’t because they wouldn’t accept most of the credits.”
118. (ID 4169, 3784, 5895, 2592, 9137), Florida-Fort Lauderdale, Multimedia, 7/2004-4/2007:

“They sold me on the fact that I could transfer to any school I wanted. The reality is that no schools refuse to accept ITT Tech credits and you can only transfer to another ITT Tech location. Decent schools don’t recognize ITT Tech courses because they know awful the classes really are.”


“Was advised that ITT Tech’s credits would transfer. I explored the option of changing schools mid way through the course. However, the Universities near me would not accept ITT’s credits because they were regionally accredited not nationally accredited.”

120. (ID 9338), Florida-Fort Lauderdale, 12/2012-12/2014:

“I already got a degree and none of my credits would transfer to our universities since they’re not accredited.”

121. (ID 9396), Florida-Fort Lauderdale, Electronics Engineering Technology, 11/1999-9/2003:

“I personally tried to transfer my credits five times to other universities/colleges, including community colleges, with no success. I was not even given partial credit for any of my time spent at ITT. ITT’s position on the credit transfer was that it depended on the institution but they never formally stated that there were no options for transferring credits. Not even online colleges accepted credits from ITT. This was probably their biggest lie to students.”

122. (ID 8369), Florida-Fort Lauderdale, Network System Administration, 9/2011-12/2014:

“My credits won’t transfer to community college. If i could at least get a bachelors at community college, I would be able to earn a decent living. But my associates won’t transfer. I am 27 years old and I will have to restart my education to earn a fair wage.”

123. (ID 7969), Florida-Fort Lauderdale, 3/2104-9/2016:

“I went to Broward College and they said they do not accept any transcripts from ITT Technical Institute. I would have to start from the beginning. This means pre-reqs and core reqs. This is a nightmare, I have a family and I have sacrificed a lot to go back to school and now I have nothing to show for it but a debt.”
124. (ID 8560), Florida-Fort Lauderdale, 12/2007-9/2011: “I tried going to another school to study something else and most of general credits were not able to be transferred and I would have to start from the beginning.”

125. (ID 9279), Florida-Fort Lauderdale, 6/2005-12/2011: “They told me that they were nationally accredited. They told me I can transfer my credits to any other university but that wasn’t the case because no other schools wanted to accept their credit.”

126. (ID 9386), Florida-Fort Lauderdale, Criminal Justice, 12/2005-6/2010: “I am not able to transfer my credits and if I want to go back to school I will have to start from zero. That is five years wasted of my life and a lot of money.”

127. (ID 9018), Florida-Fort Lauderdale, CADD, 11/2009-6/2011: “They advised that upon graduation you will be able to transfer to another school to continue your education. I wanted to attend FIU and they advised that they would not accept ITT credits and I would have to start over.”

128. (ID 8987), Florida-Fort Myers, Electrical Engineering, 1/2013-5/2014: “I couldn’t transfer my credits to FSW because the credits were not transferable. As a result, I didn’t continue my education.”

129. (ID 7018), Florida-Hialeah, Computer Networking Systems, 11/2006-12/2008: “ITT Tech credits do not transfer to any other school. Essentially I would have to start over from scratch as if I didn’t spend the time and money at ITT.”

130. (ID 7305), Florida-Hialeah, Information Systems Security, 9/2009-3/2012: “I was not provided a clear explanation that ITT Tech credits were non-transferable until I had already begun classes. I was also told later during my study that I could use the bachelors credits for a masters program at FIU in my field but this was not true.”
131. (ID 7751), Florida-Hialeah, Criminal Justice, 12/2010-4/2014:

“[F]ound out that my all of my credits wont be transferring to continue with my education trying to get my bachelors degree in criminal justice in a different college[.]”

132. (ID 8127), Florida-Jacksonville, Criminal Justice, 3/2008-12/2011:

“I’ve always known I wanted to get my Master’s degree. When I asked my ITT recruiter about it, she told me that a Bachelor’s degree from ITT is a Bachelor’s degree anywhere. When I graduated and started inquiring about Master’s programs at state schools around me, I was told they would not accept my Bachelor’s degree from ITT Technical Institute. My only options were other for-profit schools, such as University of Phoenix. After five years of research, I finally found a reputable school that would accept me and my ITT Tech degree. I just started, and I have a long way to go until I get my Master’s.”


“ITT Tech had stated that credits could be transferred to real schools when most schools will not take them. ITT is not accredited by the Higher Learning Commission therefore colleges can not transfer credits freely between schools.”


“ITT never informed me that their class credits were non-transferable. Also classes were very loose and not up to par on what was required to pass certifications in my required field. I also tried to transfer to another school and ITT credits were not transferable.”

135. (ID 8411), Florida-Jacksonville, Electrical Engineering and Communications, 3/2011-12/2014:

“At one point, I wanted to transfer to a community college to get in the Bio-Med program, since I had already obtained my Associates at ITT Tech, but I was told that most of the classes that I took were not going to be accepted and I would have to take those classes over again.”

136. (ID 9421), Florida-Jacksonville, Information Systems & Cybersecurity, 8/2013-9/2015:

“Credits are non transferable to major university’s. There were no certification test offered throughout the entire program at ITT only classes. Graduate School, Masters degree programs at a university level will not take ITT Tech credits.”

“I was looking into other colleges to possibly attend and that is when I found out that none of my credits were able to be transferred over.”


“I wanted to transfer to the University of Central Florida and get a bachelors in computer science, however, i was told ITT Tech’s credits are not accredited so they don’t count and would have to start over as a freshman[.]”

139. (ID 4413, 4414), Florida-Lake Mary, Computer Drafting and Design, 12/2010-12/2014:

“I wanted to transfer to UCF (University of Central Florida) at one point but could not because ITT Technical Institute’s credits are useless and cannot be transferred in state universities throughout the country. I was never told of this limitation by anyone employed by ITT Technical Institute.”

140. (ID 7099), Florida-Lake Mary, Computer and Electronics Engineering Technology, 1/2002-1/2007:

“I specifically asked them about their accreditation and they did tell me their courses would transfer when in fact, they did not.”

141. (ID 6014, 7885, 4148), Florida-Lake Mary, Network Systems Administration, 9/2013-5/2015:

“I attempted to enroll at Valencia but my credits wouldn’t transfer and the amount of debt that was already owed was so high. I am trying to re-establish my credit but unfortunately the high payments due to my school loans are hindering my ability to do so.”

“I decided to pursue my bachelor’s degree at Valencia college. Upon enrolling in Valencia I learned that my credits did not transfer and I would have to start all over again with another associates degree.”

142. (ID 6985), Florida-Orlando, Multimedia, 12/2002-12/2004:

“None of my credits would transfer to any local community college or 4 year university. In essence, I can only use those credits at ITT Tech, but that’s not even true. I was just told that the
accreditation changed since I graduated, and those classes would not get any credit at all now, even at another ITT Tech.”

143. (ID 8248), Florida-St. Petersburg, 9/2009-12/2010:

“I had to start over when I started attending St. Petersburg college in the Spring of 2016. I thought that at least some of my classes would transfer and I could get my bachelors degree. They did not accept any of my classes or my degree.”

144. (ID 7654), Florida-Tallahassee, 9/2010-3/2012:

“ITT credit are non transferable, I would have to start from ground up, but can not because I’d never get approved for more loans.”

145. (ID 7881), Florida-Tallahassee, Nursing, 6/2014-3/2016:

“And yes, they informed me they were “accredited” and they made me feel comfortable with my decision attending the school however I later found the accreditation wasn’t national or accepted by all schools for transfer of credits and certain employment agencies don’t accept ITT accreditation. I felt cheated after learning of all the false promises made but continued because I wanted an education and spent so much money already. Even if I wanted to continue with another nursing program none of the credits I took at ITT would transfer unless they were specific schools and high profit colleges. Thus, I felt my time at ITT was wasted and I lost so much money I my now repay.”

146. (ID 8453), Florida-Tampa, 8/2004-12/2007:

“After a year of attending ITT-tech I tried to transfer to the local community college and my credits can’t transfer.”

147. (ID 5358), Florida-Tampa, 9/2004-5/2006:

“I had to start from scratch, with no credits transferring, when I decided to start at a non-profit school in Tampa.”

148. (ID 7965), Florida-Tampa, Network Administration / Network Security Specialist, 6/2001-12/2005:

“The only schools that would take my credits were other for-profit schools that were just as irresponsible in their recruiting efforts, and with similar business practices to those of ITT.”
149. (ID 4890), Florida-Tampa, Network Systems Administration, 7/2008-12/2009:

“None of the classes I took at ITT would transfer to the college I am currently attending: CNM in Albuquerque, New Mexico.”

150. (ID 8466), Florida-Tampa, Digital Entertainment and Game Design, 9/2004-12/2010:

“Yes, on their accreditation I believe they mislead me as well by informing me before, during, and after enrollment; how they were fully accredited which could allow students to transfer to any other accredited U.S. college or university. However, after being a student there for a while it appeared that we had been lied to as UCF (University of Central Florida) wouldn’t accept course credits due to ITT Tech not being fully accredited. I was left no where to go if I wanted to finish my degree. After I found out that ITT Techs credits were non-transferable, I lost hope in continuing my degree any further.”


“They were misleading in that the credits are transferable to other institutions which is not the case. I wanted to enroll in a big university such as USF or UCF at the time after I decided I didn’t want to attend ITT Tech anymore because of the very high cost! I lost a few years because I have to re-enroll at a community college due to non-transferable credits.”

152. (ID 9583), Florida-Tampa, 6/2007-5/2011:

“ITT Tech was accredited through an organization that specializes in accrediting private schools. Unknowingly this not being accredited at all since credits typically won’t transfer to most other schools such as a community college, leaving students with few (or no) options. This forces students to stick with ITT since they can’t transfer out, and perpetuates the costly private student loan cycle. Unknowingly this not being accredited at all since credits typically won’t transfer to most other schools such as a community college.”


“Mr. Kiley (program chair) said that there would be no problem with transferring my credits from ITT to any other accredited college to further my education. When I applied at St. Petersburg College I was told that none of my ITT credits would transfer. When I went back to ITT-tech to complain, I was told that Mr. Kiley was no longer there. I asked the person at ITT why the credits would not transfer when Mr. Kiley said they would all transfer when I enrolled, the only response that I got was that maybe Mr. Kiley did not know.”

“I am not able to transfer to a university to complete a bachelors.”

155. **(ID 8889), Florida-Tampa, 6/2003-6/2007:**

“None of my courses transferred over to any college. Was told that ITT was not excepted were ever i went. I had to start over at new college because the credits are not transferrable.”

156. **(ID 8219), Florida-Tampa, Nursing, 3/2012-6/2015:**

“When I first enrolled they said they were accredited and I would be able to transfer my credits to obtain my Bachelors Degree in Nursing. A few months into the program I found out I could not transfer my credit to a public university but only to another private college that they had an agreement with. No accredited school will accept the credits.”


“The majority of schools would NOT accept ITT credits when ITT would guarantee that. Therefore was never able to further my education and become a LICENSED Engineer as I dreamed and planned on. Those are long gone dreams. Because of that I am where I am today with life. I am afraid I will no longer be approved for assistance and afraid to even ask for assistance due to the high repayment plan and interest rate.”

158. **(ID 4453), Florida-Tampa, Digital Entertainment & Game Design, 1/2005-3/2009:**

“I recently began going back to my local community college, but due to ITT their credits cannot transfer. This has forced to pay for classes that I have already taken.”

159. **(ID 7752), Florida-Tampa, Electronics Engineering Technology, 2/1998-6/2000:**

“I was told that most majors colleges would accept ITT’s accreditation if I paid a small fee to transfer the credits. When I was hired by a company that pays tuition assistance I applied to ITT to get my Bachelors degree only to find out ITT was not on the company’s approved list of schools. To get my bachelors degree i would have had to start from the beginning.”
160. [ID 8691], Georgia-Atlanta, Information Systems Security, 9/2008-12/2012:

“When I first enrolled, the recruiter told me that they was Regionally accredited and that my credits were transferable. I started off enrolling for an Associates degree. When I graduated in 2010 with the associates, I tried to enroll in Georgia State University for a Bachelors degree, and was told that they wasn’t accredited. I also tried Georgia Perimeter College and Gainesville College and was told the same thing. So I was stuck with this non-transferable degree, and the recruiter said that my bachelors would transfer, so I went back for the bachelors and was faced with the same thing. I was trapped and stuck with this useless degree. They was nationally accredited, and not Regionally accredited like they said they was. many schools does not accept these credits.”

161. [ID 9320], Georgia-Duluth, Criminal Justice, 12/2012-6/2015:

“I haven’t tried to apply for other schools because I was made to understand at the time of my graduation by the staff members that many schools do not accept transferred credits from ITT Tech. They were trying to tell me to return there for another program instead.”

162. [ID 9461], Georgia-Duluth, Information Systems Security, 9/2007-6/2011:

“I found that the credits that we have dont transfer to any other college than ITT. The classes taken in my field of study has not equated to a job that I can get in my field. I was not able take a certification that would allow me to get hired in my field of study. I looked at a Masters program however the credits would not transfer”

163. [ID 6488, 7935, 4369], Georgia-Kennesaw, Computer Networking, 8/2009-3/2010:

“I was also told i “COULD” transfer credits if i wanted to a State University. Also a lie, when I looked into going to Georgia Perimeter College I was told that NONE of my credit would transfer. I tried to transfer to a local Community College and was told I could not transfer credits.”

“Was told that some of my credits would transfer but when talking to the school i wanted to transfer too they told me that none of my credit would transfer with me. I would have to start all over again.”
164. [ID 5074], Georgia-Kennesaw, Graphics Design, 9/2005-12/2007:

“None of the credits I’ve earned at ITT Tech will transfer to other schools where I could complete my Bachelors degree, so I’ve been stuck with a two year degree which is less desirable for employers.”

165. [ID 4321], Idaho-Boise, Electrical Engineering, 7/2013-5/2014:

“I use the VA so my credits wont transfer to my new school and my benefits remaining will not allow me to pursue a Bachelors Degree.”

166. [ID 8193], Idaho-Boise, 9/2013-9/2016:

“I was unable to transfer any credits to Boise State University in order to finish my degree I was left with no option but to continue at ITT. Even the local community college was unable to accept my credits.”


“ITT Tech told me and my parents that their credits would transfer with out issue to any institution. I have repeatedly attempted to transfer my credits so that I might be able to continue my education or get an extended degree. Only to be rejected by other institutions. I have tried many many different schools in my area in an attempt to transfer credits so that I could continue or improve my education. I have not been able to find one institution in years that would take even one credit from my ITT Tech education. This has made it impossible to continue or improve my education.”

168. [ID 4080, 5977], Idaho-Boise, Drafting and Design Technology transferred to Online Business Accounting Technology, 3/2006-5/2009:

“Informed that their credits could be transferred over to another college if you wanted to pursue your education to a higher level. I found out later that ITT is a not an accredited school, nor are any of their credits/classes recognized by another university which makes them absolutely useless. Which in turns makes their degrees worthless since no one will acknowledge them.”

169. [ID 7738], Idaho-Boise, Computer and Electronics Engineering Technology, 11/2005-12/2007:

“To go on to a bachelors degree I attempted to transfer to Boise State University, but they would not honor any credits or my associates.”

“When I heard that the school was unable to transfer my credits over to another school I knew right then and there it was hard to accept the fact that I would be stuck in that school forever. I was only told of this halfway through my program. I was anticipating to go do my master’s program but ITT did not offer that and any other school wouldn’t accept my credits so it would be starting all over again.”


“None of my credits are transferable to real schools.”


“I tried transferring my credit to a community college but they rejected them and had to take Gen Eds all over again.”


“My credits won’t transfer so I would have to start all over with every class. General education class credits don’t even transfer.”


“I looked into other schools to continue my education and earn a bachelor’s degree, however I learned very quickly that most of my credits from ITT Technical Institute would not transfer and my degree was useless.”


“I tried to do this, but was told my credits wouldn’t transfer and felt the only way I could get a bachelor’s was to stay at my current school.”

176. (ID 8184), Illinois-Arlington Heights, Information Technology, 1/2008-2/2012:

“After finding out how bad the teachers are at ITT and that I felt I wasn’t being provided the high valued education ITT promised me, I wanted to transfer to a community college or a big university. Due to my credits not transferring, I was stuck with ITT.”

“I was first told that my credits could transfer. Ever since trying to get my credit transcripts I was then told that they wouldn’t. I was even working with my local community college but no one returns phone calls and the campus has since moved.”


“I was told I would be able to take my credits should I choose after getting a 2 year degree and continue my education at another school when I originally signed up to attend ITT. Turns out that wasn’t the case after I had already enrolled with ITT. I did not complete my 2 year time at ITT, I would of liked to transfer to another school and complete the program that I had signed up for. That was not going to be the case since ITT credits would not transfer. I could not afford to restart school and take a bunch more student loans out.”


“I was not informed during the enrollment process that if I decided to transfer to another school that the credits were not transferrable. I recall during my second semester ITT was under review for accreditation and I was considering to transfer to a traditional college, is when I found out. After my first trimester I was considering transferring but was unable to because the credits were not transferrable in which I was not aware of when enrolling at ITT. I felt stuck.”


“The credits earned from ITT were not transferable to other institutions even though I was assured during the enrollment process that the credits would transfer. I completed a 2nd Associates Degree at another school because my ITT credits would not transfer. ITT stated with confidence during enrollment that my credits would transfer to any institution I chose to attend.”


“ITT Technical Institute also falsely claimed to be fully accredited. They lied and said I could always use my credits and transfer to any college or university. I found out after graduation that none of my credits were able transfer to other schools such as my local community college. My degree and credits are useless. I tried transferring my credits to a community college only to be told my credits could not be transferred as ITT Tech was not properly accredited.”

“I was told I could further my education at another school or institution, and that my credits would transfer if I decided to pursue a different avenue other than ITT. ITT credits and courses are non transferable in any way.”

183. (ID 8696), Illinois-Oak Brook, 6/2004-6/2006:

“I was unable to use my ITT associates degree to transfer to any other university/college to obtain my bachelors degree. The education counselor flat-out lied about that when I was in the enrollment process. They made it sound like it would be very easy to transfer the credits.”

184. (ID 8130, 4183), Illinois-Oak Brook, Criminal Justice, 3/2008-7/2012:

“I could not finish my classes in another school because the credits were not transferable.”

185. (ID 7840), Illinois-Oak Brook, 3/2010-12/2013:

“Credits will not transfer. I was forced to finish entire program causing debt amount to rise.”


“Most of credits were not transferable and applying at another college would mean starting over from square one.”


“I did enroll in another school, but the credits did not transfer.”

188. (ID 4853, 9340), Illinois-Orland Park, Computer Electronics Engineering Technologies, 8/2008-1/2011:

“They told me that the credits were transferable to another school which was a Big Lie. No school would take ITT tech credits because they are not accredited. I’ve asked numerous schools if they would take ITT tech credits and the answer would always be NO.”


“After calling 3 other schools I was told I would have to retake all those classes over again and now paying double for classes I already took.”
190. (ID 9577), Indiana-Carmel, Business Accounting Techn, 9/2007-10/2010:

“I was told by local community colleges and other online programs that my credits do not transfer because of the lack of accreditation.”

191. (ID 4318), Indiana-Carmel, 1/2002-1/2006:

“I’ve tried. IU, Purdue, and others do not accept credits. I will have to start all over again to have the option to get an MBA! 4 years simply wasted and tons of debt.”

192. (ID 8570), Indiana-Carmel, 8/2007-8/2009:

“Falsely claimed that credits were transferrable and recognized at any education institute if i choose to transfer[.]”

193. (ID 8598), Indiana-Carmel, 2/2008-9/2012:

“I was told that they were nationally accredited and that credits would and could transfer if i ever wanted to and that wasn’t the truth.”

194. (ID 8763), Indiana-Carmel, 6/2010-1/2014:

“I was told if i ever went back to school to pursue another degree that my credits would transfer well once i did go for my nursing degree, none of my credits transferred i had to start from scratch, and i was also made aware when i signed up at a different college that ITT Tech lost their accreditation and that their degrees were trash. I had to start from scratch in order to get into another college for a degree.”

195. (ID 9150), Indiana-Carmel, Criminal Justice, 12/2007-11/2013:

“I found out that even after I completed my degrees through ITT there were still other courses and certification I would have to take because they were not properly accredited and even if I switched to another school most credits would not transfer. I did try to enroll in another school but most of my credits wouldn’t transfer over.”

196. (ID 8024), Indiana-Carmel, Information Systems Administration, 6/2010-6/2013:

“No one at ITT bothered to explain to me these course credits would not generally transfer to other schools. I didn’t find out until after I graduated that ITT is not regionally accredited as the reason. Had I known this, I would not have enrolled in the first place.”
197. [NAME] (ID 7538), Indiana-Carmel, Bachelor of Science, Business Management, 12/2013-12/2015:

“After I received my associates from ITT Tech in September 2009. I tried to transferring my credits to Humbolt State University and to College of the Redwoods. After being told by the recruiter that the credits usually transfer...I found out that I was lied to and that ITT Tech is only nationally accredited. At that point I was locked in to ITT because I didn’t want to start all the way over at a new school. Both HSU and College of the Redwoods were sent my official transcripts and they both said they couldn’t recognize of my classes.”

198. [NAME] (ID 6024), Indiana-Carmel, Criminal Justice, 10/2009-12/2012:

“When I first talk to them they never said anything to me about there credits not transferring to another school so if I was to go back to get a bachelor’s degree I have to start all over again because of them hiding stuff.”

199. [NAME] (ID 8953), Indiana-Carmel, 12/2013-9/2016:

“I spent 3 years at ITT. [W]as 6 classes from graduation and none of my credits transfer. Ii used all my VA benefit and have nothing to show for it except for 6 classes short of a bachelors degree.”


“I was not told about credits not transfer to others schools. I did not find this out until a year and a half attending the school. By that time it was too late to transfer, unless I started all over again. I wanted to transfer to Ivy Tech Community College after being at ITT for 1 1/2 years. This is how I found out that my credits did not transfer and I was stuck at ITT.”

201. [NAME] (ID 8150), Indiana-Fort Wayne, Criminal Justice-Incomplete, Visual Communications-Complete, 12/2009-6/2012:

“I was looking into Columbia College at one point and they told me that my credits didn’t mean anything. I would have to start over.”

202. [NAME] (ID 7027), Indiana-Fort Wayne, 1/2011-1/2013:

“When I enrolled I was told that the program was fully accredited. I came to find out that this was false and my credits would basically not transfer anywhere. I was stuck. When I took this up with the school they said that by the time I graduated that they would be accredited. I’m not sure how they could assure that. I looked contacted multiple schools who informed me that my credits would not transfer to them.”
203. (ID 8830), Indiana-Fort Wayne, Digital Entertainment and Game Design, 9/2004-6/2008:

“They told me that my credits would transfer to other schools. Even if I wanted to try and further my education the schools I want to go to will not accept ITT Tech credits, so I would have to start from scratch.”

204. (ID 8217), Indiana-Fort Wayne, Computer and Electronics Engineering Technology, 3/2009-9/2011:

“Hoping to at least get a Bachelor in the field to make my time there worthwhile, I checked into transferring the credits to Ivy Tech/IPFW/Purdue and found that the credits would not transfer to any nearby school.”

205. (ID 9151), Indiana-Indianapolis, Criminal Justice/Cyber Security, Business Administration, 11/2006-12/2012:

“I was told that ITT Tech was an accredited school, which, most colleges/employment do not accept credits or degrees from ITT Tech. Half or all of my credits would not transfer, many schools do not accept credits from ITT Tech. I would not even be able to enroll at another school for the fact of how much debt I am in now all over going to school at ITT Tech.”

206. (ID 8677), Indiana-Indianapolis, 2004-8/2009:

“I was told in the beginning it was accredited and I later found out it wasn’t. They even told me they would help get my credits transferred to which I found out there was no way to.”

207. (ID 6418), Indiana-Indianapolis, 6/2007-6/2011:

“After looking into enrolling and transferring to another school, I determined that no other Community or State colleges in my area accepted or dealt with with the group that accredited ITT.”

208. (ID 8476), Indiana-Indianapolis, Business Administration, 9/2006-12/2008:

“Recruiter told me all my credits would transfer if I decided to drop out and move to a different school. That was my main concern. They had proper accreditation according to recruiter it’s just not the same as most universities, therefore, when or if I wanted to go to grad school there will be a limited amount that would take my transcript and most likely be a for-profit school. At one point in my education I tried to transfer to a local university and they told me that my credits were worthless and that their accreditation is different. This is the first time I discovered there were several different accreditation and ITT was not on the same as all Universities.”
“No university in the state of Washington recognizes ITT Tech Degrees. I'm not able to transfer to continue my masters.”

“University of Washington, Washington State University, Central Washington University, Eastern Washington University, and Evergreen University do not acknowledge and/or accept ITT Tech credentials[.]”

“At the time that I graduated from ITT Tech none of my credits would transfer to another school. If I wanted to transfer to another school I would have had to start back over again.”

“I was told by ITT that some of my credits may not transfer, but once I graduated that was all irrelevant, because I would be licensed and it would not matter where I got my ASN. This has not been the case at all. Even if I could afford to take out more loans, or the Dept of Education would agree to give me more student loans, which they won't, I have yet to find a school that will accept my ASN. The ones I've spoken to all require me to start completely from scratch, in order to get my BSN. That's 4 more years of school, clinicals, etc[.]”

“Can't get a master because credits don't transfer. They told me they would.”

“All my credits from ITT were not transferable to another school. I even tried going back to ITT in 2009 and they told me I would have to retake most of the courses because they were no longer valid.”

“I have looked into numerous programs of study, hoping that maybe, I'll be able to get a masters degree at a much better universities. After contacting Temple University, whom I was told is one of the only universities that accept a few of the ITT Tech credits, I was told I'd have to complete the bachelors degree program AGAIN, before I would even be able to go for my masters! I was
told I would have to apply to the school as an undergrad transfer! I was appalled. The other schools I looked into wouldn’t even accept their accreditation. I feel so hopeless.”

215. (ID 9592), Indiana-Indianapolis, Master of Business Administration Degree, 3/2002-6/2007:

“The recruiter had told me that credits from ITT were transferable to other colleges and universities. However, after I graduated from ITT with my BS degree, I found out that this was not so. I was only allowed to transfer my Florida International University credits to ITT Technical Institute but not vice-versa. I really wanted to attend Florida International University and enroll in their MBA program but they would not accept my ITT Technical Institute degrees as proof that I had completed my AS and BS degrees. I felt cheated because I had to remain at ITT Technical Institute in order to continue on to my graduate studies. I was not going to be able to complete my Masters degree at my preferred Masters program, instead I had to complete the MBA at ITT Technical Institute.”

216. (ID 9714), Indiana-Indianapolis, Computer Forensics, 3/2011-12/2013:

“I tried to enroll in a community college and my credits from ITT Tech would not transfer.”


“None of my credits would transfer to any accredited school, junior college or 4 year institution.”

218. (ID 8766), Indiana-Indianapolis, 3/2010-9/2011:

“I then went to my local agencies for job placement (wanting to start at the bottom in hopes to work my way up) to find out my credits can not be used because the school lacked the proper accreditation. I was also told by my “advisor” I could transfer my credits to a local university if I ever chose to go that route. They all but laughed at me when I applied and would have had to start from scratch. Absolutely no credits would transfer to any college. None. I tried applying and they say ITT TECH, and it was like a joke. I was all but laughed at.”


“The did not state that credits were only transferrable to other ITT Tech campuses. The issue of credits affecting eligibility for licensing exams was never mentioned. Credits from ITT Tech are not transferrable, so I am unable to further my education even in a different field of work.”

“Prior to my enrollment at ITT Technical Institute, the recruiter informed me that they were an accredited college and that my credits would be able to transfer easily to other colleges which was not the case. I have been attempting to enroll in Master’s Degree programs so that I can get an MS but each college I try will not allow my credits to transfer into their institution.”

221. (ID 7746, 6402, 3811), Indiana-Indianapolis, Criminal Justice, 3/2009-11/2012:

“They told me if I wanted to transfer after a couple years that all my credits would go with me to the new school needless to say I found out different by some other people that attended.”


“[C]redits do not transfer to regionally accredited colleges--as a result, I have an education that is not recognized in my area. In order to pursue a career in teaching I need to attend a school that has regionally recognized credits, with a Masters in a computer science related field. However the majority of my credits will not transfer to other colleges, and I will need to start the edcuation process over again to further a career path in Education.”

223. (ID 8036), Indiana-Merrillville, Nursing RN, 12/2010-6/2013:

“I was completely blindsided by there lack of professionalism, but by the time I figured it out, it was too late to get out due to all the money I had invested in already and the lack of ability in transferring credits.”

224. (ID 8298), Indiana-Merrillville, 4/2013-6/2016:

“Credits earned does not transfer to any school. You would have to start fresh to receive a BSN or MSN.”

225. (ID 8861), Indiana-Merrillville, 3/2014-5/2015:

“Credits wouldn’t transfer to the university I attempted that attend.”

226. (ID 8058), Indiana-Newburgh, 3/2014-6/2016:

“I want to go on to pursue my NP and I can not transfer to the universities around my area.”
227. (ID 8016), Indiana-Newburgh, 6/2013-3/2015: “None of my classes would transfer to reputable universities.”

228. (ID 8723), Indiana-Newburgh, Nursing, 3/2014-6/2016: “It is becoming extremely difficult to find another school where my credits will transfer to continue my education for my BSN which most, if not all, hospitals in this area now require.”

229. (ID 7448), Indiana-Newburgh, 9/2011-3/2014: “Have to apply to online schools due to credits not transferring for my bsn and MSN. More expensive.”

230. (ID 8823), Indiana-Newburgh, 9/2011-10/2012: “Attempted to enroll at the University of Southern Indiana after realizing that ITT was a scam, only to find out that their credits did not transfer, a fact conveniently omitted from any talks with ITT staff. Would have had to start from scratch.”

231. (ID 4027, 7819), Indiana-Newburgh, Criminal Justice, 9/2006-6/2010: “Yes they said that credits would transfer, and that they were working towards being accredited. If I went back to school I’d have to start all over.”

“Nothing transferred so u was stuck and had no choice but to finish to at least have a lousy no good piece of paper.”

232. (ID 8395), Indiana-Newburgh, 6/2013-9/2015: “My credits will not transfer to the university I want to attend so I was told I would have to attend a community college for a semester then transfer. Wasting more of my time.”

233. (ID 8661), Indiana-Newburgh, Computer Drafting and Design, 9/2010-9/2012: “I figured going back to school would be the only help I could do for myself but none of my credits would transfer and I found no sense in racking up even more student loan debt with what I already had.”
234. (ID 6703), Indiana-Newburgh, Computer Electronic Engineering Technology and Project Management, 1/2007-1/2013:

“If I want to change schools and go back into a new electrical program I would have to start over from the very beginning just none of my credits transfer the electrical union in my area does not recognize ITT as a comparable school to enter a apprenticeship program.”


“I found out afterwards that my credits wouldn’t transfer. When people started dropping like floors I thought about going to ivy tech until they told me they wouldn’t accept my credits I would have to stay all over with them.”

236. (ID 8914), Indiana-Newburgh, Multi Media/Game Design, 6/2006-1/2008:

“They told me that I could complete my courses in 2 years when in fact it was a 4 year program, they also told me that all of my credits would be transferable to ANY school of my choosing. Turns out none were transferable at all. I was told by several schools that not a single one of my credits were transferable from ITT.”

237. (ID 9310), Indiana-Newburgh, 9/2014-12/2015:

“None of my credits transfer and the only school that accepts them also closed.”

238. (ID 8059), Indiana-Newburgh, 1/2013-1/2014:

“None of the credits I received from ITT would transfer to any other school. I took dosage calculations, anatomy and physiology 1 and 2, nursing concepts, and medical microbiology. However when I started attending a new school, I had to retake all[.]”

239. (ID 8701), Indiana-Newburgh, Nursing, 9/2015-7/2016:

“ITT Tech credits are non transferable to schools here. Schools are offering test outs but we have to pay for those. So i will have to pay more money to do this.”

240. (ID 8718), Indiana-South Bend, Visual Communications, 8/2009-9/2011:

“I enrolled in a different college in 2014, but I had to start from scratch since my credits didn’t transfer.”
241. (ID 4253), Indiana-South Bend, Nursing RN, 9/2013-3/2015:

“My credits will not transfer and I was more than half way through the program.”

242. (ID 8483), Indiana-South Bend, Nursing, 3/2014-4/2015:

“ITT credits do not transfer to other schools. They made me retake three classes I’d already previously completed elsewhere and pay to test out of one class. Now I’ve wasted a year in nursing classes that I can’t apply at any other school.”

243. (ID 9153), Kentucky-Lexington, 1/2009-9/2011:

“I wanted to finish my bachelor’s degree at another school but the school would not accept my transcripts after ITT tech assured me they would transfer.”

244. (ID 7962), Kentucky-Lexington, Visual Communications, 6/2008-2/2010:

“I wanted to go to bctc or kctcs in lexington. I was told on the spot my credits weren’t transferable.”

245. (ID 8018), Kentuck-Lexington, 6/2016-8/2016:

“Only another for-profit school will take my credits. There is no traditional University that will accept what I have done at ITT Technical Institute. They have wasted my time and now I have to start over.”

246. (ID 9239), Kentucky-Lexington, Criminal Justice, 8/2011-6/2013:

“I continued at ITT to finish my degree because no school would transfer any credits from ITT.”

247. (ID 9251), Kentucky-Louisville, Paralegal Studies, 10/2010-5/2012:

“The credits wouldn’t transfer to another school. If I ever wanted to pursue a Bachelor’s Degree in my field, I would literally have to start all over. It’s like the 2 years never existed.”
248. [redacted] (ID 7998), Kentucky-Louisville, IT - Networking, 9/2009-3/2010:

“The school also lied to me about how well accredited it was, and how my credits could transfer after a 2 year or 4 year degree, to another school, specifically in my case I wanted to accumulate enough credits so I could be accepted into the Air Force with my GED. After attending for 2 semesters, I come to find that the military doesn’t even recognize this schools credits.”

249. [redacted] (ID 6148), Kentucky-Louisville, Information Systems Security, 10/2009-6/2013:

“Credits that I have earned within ITT are not transferable to other college institutions so that I can further my education and receive a degree from a more credible institution.”

250. [redacted] (ID 9001), Louisiana-Baton Rouge, Information Systems Securities, 6/2008-6/2012:

“The credits would not transfer so I could not have switched to a better school even if I wanted too.”


“I am unable to transfer any credits to continue my education.”

252. [redacted] (ID 8841), Louisiana-Saint Rose, Computer Networking, 1/2000-2/2002:

“I was told that my credits would transfer to other colleges but that turned out to be false. My credits wouldn’t transfer to local state colleges, this has prevented me from furthering my education.”


“Halfway through this program i wanted to leave and go to a community college. when i was told the credits would not transfer, i did not leave because i did not want all the money i already took out in loans to be a complete waste.”

254. [redacted] (ID 7687, 7686), Louisiana-Saint Rose, 6/2008-10/2011:

“I’ve tried to transfer to other schools to start over or get a Master’s Degree. None of them accept ITT Tech credits. I asked several staff members while I was still enrolled at ITT Tech. Not
ONE person could give me a single example of a school that accepts ITT Tech transfer credits, even though I was told otherwise during the enrollment process.”


“Before I finished by degree and realized that ITT was a fraud, I explored various avenues of transferring my credits to another school in order to continue or try another field of study. All of the schools I contacted stated that they did not recognize not 1 of ITT’s courses.”

256. (ID 3951, 7808), Louisiana-Saint Rose, Digital Entertainment and Game Design, 8/2004-10/2008:

“I was thinking about going to school closer to home at a state university, but I was told none of my credits would transfer over. I would have to take all remedial courses over again which would of course cost me more money.”

257. (ID 5173), Maryland-Owings Mills, 2009-7/2011:

“Wanted to transfer to a University but couldn’t.”

258. (ID 9541), Maryland-Owings Mills, CNS (Computer Networking Systems), 6/2011-9/2013:

“I tried enrolling to other schools and community colleges. But unfortunately, ITT Technical Institute accreditation system is not recognized by employers nor other colleges and their institution. Therefore, I would have to take the Associates Degree courses over from scratch but still owe the outstanding debt.”

259. (ID 9683), Maryland-Owings Mills, IT - Computer Network Systems, 8/2009-1/2012:

“I enrolled at the local community college where I live and basically had to take all the classes over again because none of the credits from ITT Tech transferred.”

260. (ID 9288), Maryland-Owings Mills, Information Systems, 1/2010-1/2011:

“ITT-Techs credits will not transfer to any school worth mentioning and that is a tough pill to swallow. No school in the area would accept my credits, thus making the credits I do have virtually worthless. Now that the school is closed I can no longer finish my degree.”
261. (ID 9029), Maryland-Owings Mills, Computer Network Systems, 6/2010-3/2012:

“They lied about accreditation, I thought that I could transfer my credits once I’m done with my associates. Most schools didn’t take them. My associates degree is useless, and could not pursue a bachelor’s degree elsewhere.”

262. (ID 8799), Massachusetts-Norwood, 6/2002-6/2004:

“Transferability of credits was a major issue for me. I had to retake english, math, science classes because even the core foundation classes would not transfer to a community or state level college.”


“I tried transfer credits a lot of schools said that it did not meet there credentials.”

264. (ID 7934), Massachusetts-Norwood, Computer and Electronics Technology, 3/2010-6/2012:

“I had future ambitions right after ITT Technical Institute to continue my education to either obtain my Bachelor’s or Master’s degree. This was very short lived as I struggled to find a school that was willing to accept any of my credits. I went from New England Tech to University of Southern Maine to Penn State, and only Penn State would accept < 8 credits which pertained just to general education. It is now completely impossible to further my education unless I invest in MORE money just to redo my Associate’s degree somewhere else that I can continue on.”


“They pushed me to enter the Bachelor’s program (no doubt to buff their numbers for enrollment). I was told I could finish it elsewhere. This was of course a lie, the courses are almost designed to not transfer.”

266. (ID 7645), Massachusetts-Norwood, Computer Networking Systems, 10/2008-9/2010:

“I was not able to transfer any of my school credits to more reputable schools or even community college”I was told I wasn’t able to transfer credits because ITT Tech is a “National” division school. So because of that I can only transfer credits to other National schools, which also happened to be unethical for-profit colleges.”
“You could only transfer to another ITT-tech school in the state. They made it that way because most school don’t take there credits. Schools don’t look at ITT-tech as a real school.”

“I could transfer my credits. I wanted to transfer to a more affordable school but no other school would take the credits, also ITT would provide me with my transcript, so even if I wanted to transfer, I couldn’t.”

“No accredited school would take any transfer credits towards my ITT degree. Leaving me to start fresh and all over again.”

“They told me that the Credits earned were transferable and that I’d be working in high tech Labs. I came to find out after attending school for almost two years the credits were not transferable.”

“When I was about half way thru into ITT, I finally realize that this school was a joke. I’ve looked into transferring my credit but no other school would accepted it. So I bit the bullet and stay till the end.”

“Very few of my credits would transfer to a major state funded university. I am being forced to test out of many core classes or to pay for them again.”

“ITT stated that all credits were likely to transfer to other schools (University of Michigan, Wayne State, Schoolcraft College), when in reality they were not. After graduating I thought that I could use my earned ITT credits to attempt a bachelors program at a more reputable school. I
was wrong. Every credit earned at ITT was completely irrelevant to any other education facility.”

274. (ID 5137), Michigan-Canton, School of Information Technology Multimedia, 9/2004-9/2006:

“None of the classes I took were transferable to bachelor programs in nearby colleges and universities. The only one that ITT Tech represented to me was a business college, not a field I was interested in.”

275. (ID 5405), Michigan-Canton, Criminal Justice, 11/2010-12/2012:

“Was told the credits transferred, they don’t or majority don’t if going to say Michigan state for example.”


“It wasn’t until I was part way through the program that I found out my credits would not transfer. My intention was always to move on to obtain a 4 year degree. It wasn’t until a fellow student attempted to transfer credits did we find out that it wasn’t an option for classes through ITT.”


“I’ve attempted to enroll into the University of Michigan Dearborn for their engineering program but was told that I needed to attend Oakland Community College to take courses that would transfer, because my credits from ITT Tech would be excepted.”

278. (ID 8741), Michigan-Canton, Criminal Justice, 3/2008-3/2013:

“I tried I transfer to baker college and most my credits wouldn’t transfer so I had no choice but to continue with ITT to finish my degree.”


“None of my credits would transfer except the accounting class that they made me take that has nothing to do with the course i took.”
280. (ID 8800), Michigan-Grand Rapids, 9/2003-10/2005:
“I couldn’t enroll in another school because my credits wouldn’t transfer.”

281. (ID 3939), Michigan-Swartz Creek, Criminal Justice, 5/2008-9/2012:
“They told me my credits would transfer after graduation but found out I couldn’t.”

282. (ID 4259, 2765), Michigan-Swartz Creek, Computers, Drafting and Design, 3/2009-3/2011:
“I was told my credits could transfer to a traditional university if I wanted to go elsewhere to get my bachelor’s. They do not as ITT is not accredited. Which I did not know.”

283. (ID 8072), Michigan-Swartz Creek, Electronics Engineering, 1/2010-5/2013:
“My credits don’t transfer. I can not further my education without starting over. I was told they would.”

284. (ID 8833), Michigan-Swartz Creek, Information Systems Cyber Security, 12/2009-12/2013:
“After completing my program at ITT, I wanted to go for a Masters degree at a local University. However, when I applied, they told me that none of my credits would transfer, and that I would have to start from scratch.”

285. (ID 8142), Michigan-Swartz Creek, 9/2010-6/2012:
“ITT Tech is no longer accredited, and even prior to this the credit will not transfer anywhere.”

286. (ID 5938), Michigan-Swartz Creek, Information Security Systems, 1/2008-12/2014:
“My major credits won’t transfer to community college.”

287. (ID 4180, 8816), Michigan-Swartz Creek, Mobile Communications Technology, 4/2011-12/2012:
“I looked for numerous schools to transfer to but nobody would accept credits from ITT. Also the loans maxed me out so I couldn’t afford to start over.”
288. (ID 7351, 7777, 7739), Michigan-Troy, Network Systems Administration, 8/2015-6/2016:

“I tried enrolling to all my other local colleges but no schools would accept my credits so I had to restart my program and take on more debt.”

289. (ID 9039, 9038), Michigan-Troy, Electronics Engineering, 9/2011-6/2015:

“Credits earned at ITT Technical Institute will only transfer to another ITT Technical Institute.”

290. (ID 8877), Michigan-Troy, 3/2011-9/2013:

“I attempted to get my masters degree from another school until I realized that no one would take my credits.”


“During my time with the recruiter, he swore up and down that ITT Tech was an accredited school and that I could transfer my credits anywhere to continue my education. He bragged about how they had students that went on to the University of Michigan and Michigan State. He and the other recruiters all told this to myself and my classmates. Unfortunately he was dead wrong. Right before our final semester, when my classmates and I started applying to other schools to continue our education, we all found out the cruel truth, that our credits would only transfer to a select number of other online “for profit” schools. We couldn’t even transfer our credits to community college. My classmates and I were all very angry but at that point, we couldn’t do much but press forward and at least get our Associates Degree. As I have mentioned before, my classmates and I were under the false direction that we would be able to transfer to the college/university of our choice. When it was clear that wasn’t going to happen, the recruiters and administrators pushed very hard for us to return to ITT for their Bachelor degree programs. None of us did.”


“Email I received from Lawrence Technological University...

Hello 

We recently received an application from you. We noticed you received a Bachelor’s from ITT Tech. It does not hold regional accreditation so we would not accept the degree, therefore we will withdraw your application. We wish you the best in your future academic career.
“Told that all my credit would transfer to ANY COLLEGE. I was actually laughed at by another school advisor. When I told them where I attended and I wanted to finish up my degree.”

“When inquiring about transferring to another school I realized how none of my credit would transfer to the another school which would just leave me with a big bill. So I decided to still the program. I could go no where else without taking out more loans and starting over.”

294. (ID 8225), Michigan-Troy, 3/2010-3/2012:
“My thing is why wasn’t I ever informed that not a single one of my credits would transfer to any college? Had I known this, I would have never enrolled and take courses at ITT Tech!!”

295. (ID 9351), Michigan-Troy, 1/2008-1/2010:
“Majority of my credit’s would not transfer so i had to start all over and wasted time and a loan on an institute that mislead me.”

296. (ID 8117), Michigan-Troy, Digital Entertainment and Game Design, 7/2009-9/2013:
“I can’t enroll in another school because my credits wont transfer.”

297. (ID 7714), Michigan-Troy, Criminal Justice, 6/2010-6/2013:
“The credits don’t transfer. They only transfer to other for profit schools. Nothing good like state or community school.”

“I have been looking for schools that are respected on a resume, but they all laugh when I ask about credit transfers. These school include Ferris State and Central Michigan University.”

“I have been looking for schools that are respected on a resume, but they all laugh when I ask about credit transfers. These school include Ferris State and Central Michigan University.”


“My credits from ITT Technical Institute did not transfer to other universities. I was forced to retake many classes that were already taken causing me to further go into debt.”

300. (ID 8680), Michigan-Troy, 9/2008-2/2011:

“ITT claimed they were accredited & their credits were transferable, which I later found out was not true. I tried to eventually transfer to another school (Univ. of Phoenix) & I lost credits. “I tried going to University of Phoenix & all my credits couldn’t even transfer to another “pretend” college.”

301. (ID 8423), Michigan-Troy, School of Information Technology, 5/2001-2/2002:

“I remember asking the student “advisor” about continuing education. I asked if my credits would transfer if I wanted to continue my education at a college or university later on. She told me I could, but that was lie. I know this because I returned to a community college some years later and I had to start fresh because none of my credits from ITT transferred...NONE of them.”


“I continued my education to get a bachelors at that school because my credits would not transfer. They said that would be the best option since my credits would not transfer.”


“When I finally stopped going to ITT Tech and decided to go to Oakland Community College in Royal Oak, MI, I found out that only ONE credit would transfer and that would be the English credit. Nothing else transferred and that also helped discourage me to pursue more education as I had wasted time and effort at ITT Tech for classes that would never get me anywhere. I essentially had to start over.”
304. (ID 8129), Michigan-Wyoming, 9/2008-6/2012:

“I tried to enroll in many different colleges from Community to Universities all said the same things that I would have to start all over again from the bottom because no credits would transfer and pay my way through pocket because I had no funds and FASFA.”

305. (ID 7771), Michigan-Wyoming, Business Administration, 9/2006-6/2011:

“The counselors would constantly tell you that credits were transferable. This was a absolute lie. No other schools would take credits from ITT, and if it they did, they only took a few. I thought about going to another school to get my Masters, but I worry that I will have to retake more classes due to the credits not transferring. It seems like more of a headache so I am just choosing to not to go back to school.”

306. (ID 8524), Michigan-Wyoming, Criminal Justice, 6/2009-10/2011:

“There were 2 schools I called and inquired about credit transfers and was told they would not be accepted and I would need to retake classes I had already taken and then some to gain the proper credits to obtain my degree.”

307. (ID 8935), Michigan-Wyoming, Project Management Administration, 9/2006-9/2013:

“Terry said that national accreditation is what ITT Tech has for accreditation and that is the best to have because it can be used nationally. I was told credits would transfer to any college. I can not transfer to another school because ITT stole all my financial aide and other colleges to not accept their credits. The one’s that do are just as bad as they are.ITT-Technical Institute is nationally accredited and the credits to not transfer to other colleges or universities. Sometime ITT Technical Institute will not accept their own credits.”

308. (ID 8915), Michigan-Wyoming, 12/2005-12/2009:

“I was told it was accredited however I found out that they were not. I would have to take all my classes over again in order to obtain my degree. I was told most of them would transfer as long as I obtained my degree.”


“Every school I tried to go to in order to further my education would not transfer my credits from ITT Tech.”

“I wanted to finish out my bachelors at a different school and found that none of my credits transferred this was not disclosed when I signed up.”

311. (ID 5449), Michigan-Wyoming, Network Systems Administration, 9/2011-6/2013:

“The credits earned at ITT are useless for transferring to any other college or university.”

312. (ID 8781), Michigan-Wyoming, 12/2011-6/2014:

“None of my credits would transfer when I tried to enroll in Davenport to finish my Software development BS. I would have to start all over.”


“I was looking to go to another college and none of my credits I worked so hard for would transfer. Therefore I would have to start all over.”

314. (ID 7836), Michigan-Wyoming, 12/2009-9/2013:

“Non-transferable credits after getting a Bachelor’s. Seems pretty sad if I wanted to get another degree from another school I have to start over, even though ITT made me take general eds in order to complete my degree.”


“They said that we could transfer credits but we couldnt. I wanted to enroll into davenport university but not all of my classes would transfer so i would have to take classes i have already taken.”

316. (ID 8435), Michigan-Wyoming, Criminal Justice, 9/2008-5/2012:

“Well I was told that I could transfer to a non profit school and my credits would transfer only to find that false. I tried to transfer to a traditional institution only to find out I had to start from the beginning.”
317. (ID 8239), Michigan-Wyoming, Criminal Justice, 12/2008-6/2012:
"I tried enrolling in another college but my credits wouldn’t transfer so I would’ve had to start all over again."

"When I decided to transfer from ITT to Montcalm Community College in 2011, I discovered that none of the credits earned from ITT would transfer because of how they’re accredited."

319. (ID 7736), Michigan-Wyoming, Drafting and Design, 9/2009-6/2012:
"My credits don’t transfer so if i wanted to go for a bachelors degree i would basically be starting over unless i attended ITT Tech for my bachelors degree and that’s not happening."

"They absolutely mislead me in terms of having the proper accreditation. I didn’t find out until well into my schooling that most if not all of my credits and/or degree are non-transferable to any other college, basically rendering my $50,000 education and degree useless."

321. (ID 6963), Michigan-Wyoming, Criminal Justice, 6/2010-12/2012:
"Not an accredited school, credits completed would not be accepted to local community college.

"As stated above, I tried to enroll in several schools from 4 year programs to community college courses, but none of my education would transfer."

323. (ID 5791), Minnesota-Eden Prairie, Information Technology, 8/2007-12/2008:
"I tried to enroll in a local public community college, and found out that none of the credits would transfer from ITT. This would have meant starting over completely and given the amount of loans I already have, I can’t afford to start over from scratch."

“None of my ITT Tech credits from my time at the school would transfer too any other schools, few company’s will accept my degree from ITT tech so i have no way to enter my field of study, i can’t afford too go back too school for a proper degree from a real school. I could not enroll at The university of Minnesota, because they would not except my credits from ITT tech ie; math english.”

325. (ID 9401), Minnesota-Eden Prairie, Computer Aided Drafting & Design, 6/2010-7/2012:

“Since the credits i received from ITT Tech do not transfer I would have to start from square one which would mean MORE STUDENT LOAN DEBT.”

326. (ID 9280), Minnesota-Eden Prairie, 12/2012-8/2016:

“I had spoke with the chair spokesman at the University of Minnesota. He indicated to me that none of the ITT Tech credits would transfer and I’d have to redo all my education over again.”


“I’ve looked into State degree/programs and I’ve learned that none of the classes completed/credits will transfer. I basically have huge student loan debt from a degree that has done nothing for me.”

328. (ID 8775), Missouri-Arnold, 9/2007-12/2010:

“I was told that my credits would transfer to a 4 year university. This was definitely not true. I wanted to try to transfer once I realized the low quality of education. Due to credits not transferring, I could not.”

329. (ID 8246), Missouri-Arnold, 9/2008-8/2011:

“ITT Tech always told me their credits are non transferable. So I was locked into going there until I could graduate and try to make something of it.”

330. (ID 7911), Missouri-Arnold, Software Applications Development, 6/2009-6/2012:

“ITT Repeatedly assured me that their credits transferred to other universities and that these concerns were an ignorant myth. They assured me they were fully accredited. They are only nationally accredited, not regionally. When I transfered briefly to the Univeristy at Buffalo, they
did not take my credits. No one takes an ITT degree seriously. I would have to start from scratch and get another Bachelors if I ever wanted to get a Masters. I should not be burdened with the debt from a useless degree.”

331. (ID 2599), Missouri-Arnold, Accounting Technology, 9/2008-5/2010:
“The credit from IIT will not transfer to any reputable university or community college.”

“Also said the credits would be transferable. I literally had a rep at a traditional college laugh in my face when I asked about credit transfer.”

“I tried to enroll into another college but they told me none of my credits would transfer over and that I would have to start over if I wanted to go there.”

334. (ID 2544, 2545, 2542), Missouri-Earth City, Visual Communications, 6/2008-11/2011:
“I tried to go to FullSail to complete my Bachelor’s Degree and they wouldn’t accept any credits from ITT.”

335. (ID 8161), Missouri-Earth City, Information Technology - Computer Network Systems, 9/2008-3/2010:
“I looked into further my education at a standard university and was informed that all classes I took at ITT Tech wouldn’t transfer as they did not meet the standards.”

336. (ID 6701), Missouri-Earth City, Electronics Engineering, 6/1993-5/1995:
“I have been in contact with other schools in the past about continuing my education. After discussions I found out that most of the credits I earned at ITT will not transfer to a program at a Community College or University.”

337. (ID 8972), Missouri-Earth City, Electronics Communication Engineering Technology, 9/2007-5/2011:
“They claimed they were an accredited school but since they were privately owned my credits wouldn’t transfer so i would have to finish my degree at ITT in order to get my degree.”
338. (ID 7984), Missouri-Earth City, Electrical Engineering and Communications Technology, 9/2011-3/2015:

“I wish I would have gone to another school, but my credits wouldn’t transfer to any other school. So I need a bachelor’s degree so I was obligated to go to that school to get it. I didn’t want to start over because by the time I found this out I had to much time invested.”

339. (ID 2683), Missouri-Kansas City, Electronics and Communications Engineering Technology, 12/2008-12/2012:

“After my associates I wanted to pursue my bachelor degree in a different school a more believable and accredited school, but it was impossible since my credits wouldn’t transfer I would have to start again from zero and get another associate degree cause the credits wouldn’t transfer. I was stuck with ITT Tech since my credits didn’t count anywhere else, I had to enroll for the bachelors with them because I had no other choices.”


“I started to look into programs with a community college and found out that a majority of credits from ITT do NOT transfer; I left the campus embarrassed and empty handed.”

341. (ID 7792), Missouri-Kansas City, 9/2006-8/2008:

“Yes, they advised me my credits would transfer to any major university to only find out none of my credits would transfer after graduation. I would basically be stuck there for another 2 years, and 40 thousand dollars later to be offered a bachelor’s degree, or start all over.”

342. (ID 8332), Missouri-Kansas City, Associates in Network Management, 8/2007-6/2009:

“Stated full accreditation, promised that all credits would transfer to any school. (The only school I found that would take 100% credits was University of Phoenix Online). Tried to transfer my credits to Longview Community College. Less then half of the credits transferred and the ones that did were the general education (English and Math).”

343. (ID 7793), Missouri-Kansas City, 9/2006-1/2008:

“I attempted to transfer to my local community college, JCCC. The admissions lady told me not to bother marking down ITT Tech as they would accept nothing from them.”

“After my experience at ITT I tried to transfer to another school’s program and a majority of the credits would not transfer.”

345. (ID 5058), Missouri-Kansas City, 12/2008-12/2010:

“It was never mentioned that the school was nationally accredited, but not regionally. When they decided to cancel the Bachelor’s program that I was to enroll in, I was left scrambling to find a new school. Because ITT is not regionally accredited, I had to start from scratch in my pursuit of a degree. I wouldn’t say I COULDN’T enroll, but none of my credits from ITT would transfer, leaving me to have to start from scratch. Even basics such as math and English were not accepted.”

346. (ID 9721), Missouri-Kansas City, Drafting and Design, 9/2006-8/2009:

“I was shown false pie charts and other bar graphs, I was told that my credits would be transferable to other colleges. I tried to enroll into other local colleges (even community colleges) and was told that the only credit that would transfer is a single English class/credit and that NONE of my other classes/credits earned (LOTS of math, drafting, design, AutoCAD, inventor classes) weren’t acceptable.” I was told during the enrollment process that all my credits were transferable as well as DURING the time I was attending classes at ITT Tech. I have since found out (and tried to enroll to other local colleges including community colleges) that only one English credit would transfer.”

347. (ID 7812), Nebraska-Omaha, Criminal Forensics technician, 3/2011-6/2015:

“I tried to enroll into another college and my credits from my completed degree will not transfer.”

348. (ID 9163), Nebraska-Omaha, 9/2000-1/2003:

“They promised credits would transfer to receive a higher degree but I was unable to find a college that does.”

349. (ID 9188), Nebraska-Omaha, 1/2004-1/2006:

“No matter how many times I tried to get my credits to transfer, NO school recognized my transcripts from ITT.”
350. (ID 6675), Nevada-Henderson, 9/9-11/2010:

“When I enrolled at College of Southern Nevada, none of my classes were able to transfer. I had to start all over from scratch and work my way up. I even had to take classes that were similar at ITT.”

351. (ID 8071), Nevada-Henderson, 1/2010-1/2012:

“They promise high quality education but did not deliver on it. After half a year I tried to transfer to a community college but I was informed that ITT tech credits were non-tranferable.”


“Before signing anything, I was told that I would be able further my education and pursue a masters degree by transferring credits to other schools, but I found that to be completely false when I attempted to apply for nursing programs at College of Southern Nevada and Nevada State College; neither of them accepted credits or my degrees from ITT. I was also told that a high percentage of the students found work in the chosen field, but from my own observations and speaking with fellow classmates, I have also found this not to be true since they are either out of work or working outside of their chosen field.”


“Ms. Charlene Sablan, recruiter told me that “the school’s program was accelerated courses designed to fit my work schedule as well as provide to me top of the line education with new computer technologies. The degree was nationally accredited so I can further my education anywhere else in the US with no problems transferring my credits from my previous college.” No word as to how my credits would not be transferrable to other colleges nor be acceptable when finding a job in the criminal justice fields. Both UNLV and University of Hawaii refused to accept my degree nor class credits to apply to their Master’s degree program. I was told that I had to start from the beginning and take all the Bachelor’s degree classes again to qualify for the Master’s program.”


“They told me that the degree was accepted anywhere, I could transfer to UNLV, CSN, wherever I wish. Once my program was completed, I called UNLV and they laughed at me and told ITT was a of time and I was ripped off.”

“I was misinformed when I started the program and was promised that I would be able to transfer all of my units to other schools if I were to discontinue my studies at ITT Tech. In attempting to do so however, I found that only a handful of classes were even eligible because the school wasn’t nationally accredited. This made it extremely difficult to pursue a new career as I would have to retake all of the classes that wouldn’t transfer as well as find a way to fund them all.”

356. [ID 8075], Nevada-Henderson, Computer Networking, 9/1999-6/2001:

“Said we could transfer credits, but ITT credits don’t transfer anywhere.”

357. [ID 9164], Nevada-Henderson, 3/2002-3/2004:

“Said they were accredited and if I wanted to transfer to UNLV I could do so, this was a lie!”

358. [ID 9160], Nevada-Henderson, 9/2007-6/2012:

“Even though I was promised my credit would transfer, none of my credits were accepted at any community college or universities.”

359. [ID 2760], Nevada-Las Vegas, Electronic Engineering, 6/2009-3/2011:

“I was told I could transfer my credits to CSN or UNLV to get my BS if I wanted to. After my friend told me what was going on with the lawsuit my eyes opened. I went to CSN in Las Vegas NV after 1.5 years of study and $31k dollars of loans to find out not even 1 class was accredited making me start all over. Not even a Gen ed class was accredited. I couldn’t enroll in another school to pick up where I left off with ITT-TECHNICAL Institute. I needed only 1 more semester to graduate with an Associate Degree and literally had to start from scratch[.]”

360. [ID 8516], New Mexico-Albuquerque, 8/2006-5/2010:

“Tried a couple of schools and my credits would not transfer so I would have started over.”

361. [ID 8670], New Mexico-Albuquerque, 3/2005-6/2007:

“When I signed up for the school I wanted the bachelors in game design, as I was finishing the associates portion of the program they canceled it at my school leaving myself and others to look to continue what we wanted to study. I had enquired about continuing my education with the
hopes of credits transferring and that is not the case. No four year institution will accept ITT-Tech credits, so I will have to start all over again.”

362. (ID 8376), New Mexico-Albuquerque, Computer Networking, 12/2007-12/2009:

“I originally wanted to complete a bachelors program with a community college after I completed my associates with ITT tech. I was told that this would be possible by ITT tech staff. When I tried to move into a new program with both CNM and university of new mexico I was told that my credits were not recognized and that I would need to complete a separate associates program with them to move on to a bachelors program. This ultimately halted my education.”


“I was told that my credits would easily transfer to another college. I tried to go back to school in 2013, but was told that none of my credits from ITT would transfer, I would have to start all over if I wanted to continue my education.”

364. (ID 5917), New Mexico-Albuquerque, Business Administration, 3/2004-9/2010:

“ITT Tech said their credits would transfer to other universities such as University of New Mexico, or Central New Mexico Community College.”

“I wanted to transfer to UNM for my Bachelors and MBA but my credits would not transfer so I would have had to start over, or continue to rack up debt.”


“I was told that ITT Tech was accredited with the same National Accreditation that is received from most other universities. I found that this isn’t true both through employers and other schools. I recently moved to Oregon and was told by my employer that the only way to move up from my current position was to get a bachelors degree in Electronics Engineering. I researched three different local colleges including: University of Oregon, Oregon State University and Portland Community College. All three schools said that not a single credit from ITT Tech would transfer and that I would be starting from the beginning again. I have started taking classes but am still on pre reqs for the associates degree and haven’t even started taking classes in electronics yet. This is a current issue right now. There are no universities or colleges that will take transfer credits from ITT Tech.”
They lied about accreditation. When I graduated with my Associates degree I tried to stop going to school because at that point I began to suspect foul play from the school but I was convinced that if I wanted any credits to transfer to any graduate program I must complete the Bachelor’s degree there at ITT tech. I asked many times my recruiter and my dean if I would be able to transfer my degree for a graduate plan and I was assured that the credits for the Bachelor’s were accredited and I could be accepted in other graduate universities. So I completed the Bachelor’s and no one accepted my credits I’ve tried several universities and they always tell me I have no credits and that the school itself is not accredited. I have to start from the beginning again if I want to get an education.”

“I tired to enroll in other schools to obtain my graduate degree and I was told none of my credits would transfer because the school wasn’t accredited. I even had one counselor at a community college tell me I lost 4 years of my life and still have to pay[.]”

“I was advised that my credits could be transferred if I wanted to continue my education and go for my Masters. I was advised that my degree could be used anywhere because ITT Technical Institute degrees were in demand by employers. I’ve tried going back to school but none of my credits transfer to other colleges and with it showing that I have my bachelors (even though I can’t use it to get a job) I can no longer qualify for grants or loans.”

“I have a BS in Science and would like to start the process of getting my Masters degree, however, in doing so I would have to start back with an Associates degree because none of the credits from ITT transfer to any accredited college.”

“Credits from ITT would not transfer to my community college where the cost would be significantly lower.”

“Purdue will not accept my credits.”
371. (ID 6007), New Mexico-Albuquerque, 6/2003-9/2007:

“I was told that credits for common classes (english, math, economics, etc.) that are required for any degree program would be transferable to other colleges. This was not the case at all. It wasn’t till late in my college program that I learned ITT was privately accredited. Not regionally like a real college. I was also told that certain classes were the equivalent of certificate programs. For Example. The Cisco Networking class was only one quarter and lightly brushed on the topics for certification. Later, I actually attended a real Cisco Networking Academy, the Certificate program for the entry level certification was 1 year of class time. Its not that I couldn’t enroll. I was able to enroll but as a new student with no existing college credit. No credits from ITT would transfer.”

372. (ID 9139), New York-Albany, 9/2010-12/2011:

“I can’t transfer any of my credits over to other schools like promised. I was told may not all but most will transfer. Schools I’ve talked to will not accept them.”

373. (ID 6053), New York-Albany, 9/2011-9/2013:

“None of my credits earned at this school will transfer, even ones that ITT-Tech specifically mentioned would take them, Sage College of Albany.”

374. (ID 7639), New York-Albany, 1/2009-6/2012:

“My credits don’t transfer to any other school but one other school where it’s very expensive to go to as well this is a private for-profit school just think I could you tell which is a scam.”


“When trying to find transfer schools I was immediately turned down for transfer credits and told that if I wanted to attend I would be starting from scratch. I graduated 2nd in my class and none of the wasted 2 years was worth anything.”

376. (ID 9501), New York-Albany, SAP, 1/2008-7/2008:

“I was informed ITT was a fully accredited school and that my credits would transfer to other schools, it was later determined only some credits were transferable, not all that had been stated.”

“My degree was not transferable to any school, and my employer used it as a reason to deny me promotions and raises for quality of work performed. I have checked with multiple Schools locally and across state lines, no credits transfer. The degrees looked at were related and Associate and Bachelor level degrees.”


“I wanted to pursue a Bachelor’s degree, no credits would transfer from ITT Tech and that would cause me to have to start form scratch, with the loans I already had and trying to work to pay them off, that wasn’t a feasible option.”


“I was told at time of registration prior to agreeing to attend that if students have a good attendance rate and a high GPA their credits will transfer anywhere. I have a perfect attendance record in 2yrs of going to ITT, I never missed a class. I graduated with a 3.95GPA, with several recommendations from instructors, yet I found out soon after graduating that my credits would not even transfer to my local community college.”


“I was unable to use any of my 96 credits earned from ITT as know schools accept them.”

381. (ID 8546), New York-Getzville, 9/2006-7/2008:

“I tried enrolling in multiple schools for a 4 year degree but none of my credits would transfer.”

382. (ID 6878, 7826), New York-Getzville, Computer Networking Systems, 12/2002-12/2004:

“I tried to transfer my ITT credits to a local university in New York. I was advised that none of the credits were worth anything and they did not transfer. I am now trying to refinance my loans and no company will refinance it because the school is not accredited at all. The University at Buffalo, and Buffalo State would not take any of my credits towards a bachelor’s program because they were non accredited and worthless.”

“Most if not all my credits will not transfer to a school with a similar field of study.”

384. **(ID 9316), New York-Getzville, 9/2000-6/2002:**

“I graduated the top of my class in the electronics field. Degree was in electronics technologies. Wanted to go on to a bachelors degree as at the time my campus didn’t have a bachelors program. Was promised that my credits would transfer. No state college took any of those credits even though they were all “a”s. I already had a career in the aviation field but wanted the degree to move ahead into the avionics field and get out of the poverty income range. That never happened, non did I find any job in the electronics field as the economy was depressed and there were few company’s hiring for jobs in that field. No school in the area will accept ITT credits as they don’t have the NY recognized accreditation, so all the credit hours are worthless. You could take the challenge tests but if you pass them, you would not get the credit hours anyway.”


“I wanted to further my education with one of the colleges in the Buffalo area but unfortunately none of the credits from ITT Technical Institute will actually transfer, thus requiring me to essentially start at square one as if I had never attended college.”


“At ITT Tech I was told that my credits would be able to transfer to any University. I wanted to further my education by pursuing a Masters degree. I was told that my credits from ITT Tech were only nationally accredited, where most universities in the country are regionally accredited. They could not accept my credits from ITT Tech. My credits would not transfer to a local University because ITT tech is a nationally credited college and most universities are regionally credited.”

387. **(ID 7476), New York-Liverpool, Computer Networking Systems, 8/2006-8/2008:**

“I was told by schools NONE of my credits would transfer. I have been told repeatedly my ITT degree is garbage! Employers have laughed at me and said why would you go there? Suny Oswego College will not even transfer my credits and will not hire me for a better job without a
4 yr degree. With over $62,000 in student loan debt how could I ever possibly pay for a 4 year degree from scratch?”

388. [ID 8128], North Carolina-Charlotte North, Information Systems Security, 9/2008-9/2012:

“Also was told my credits would transfer so I could go on to get a masters degree. No one wants these credits except other paper mills (U of Pheonix, Kaplan, ect) also worthless.”

389. [ID 9431], North Carolina-Charlotte South, 8/2008-8/2012:

“Was going to try to get my Masters but was told that none of the credits would transfer.”

390. [ID 6352], North Carolina-Charlotte North, 5/2011-8/2013:

“Other colleges or university didn’t even accept credits from ITT Tech. I was trying to enroll for my master degree and the school would except my Bachelors degree from ITT Tech.”

391. [ID 8065], North Carolina-Charlotte North, Information System Security, 6/2010-9/2013:

“My recruiter stated that ITT credits would be transferable. I would have to start all over at a community college.”

392. [ID 7731], North Carolina-Charlotte South, Computer and Electronics Engineering Technology, 12/2009-12/2011:

“I was lied to and told that I could transfer to any school once I completed my ITT courses. I was lied to and never told that they were not accredited. I was never informed that the classes that I took would not be useful for getting licensed in certification exams.”

“I tried to transfer my credits to Piedmont College, Gaston College and other and they would not accept them.”

393. [ID 7907], North Carolina-High Point, Computer and Electronics Engineering Technologies, 12/2009-9/2010:

“During the recruitment process they explained that their national accreditation was far superior to being regionally accredited yet later on I found out none of the credits I received for the classes I had taken will transfer anywhere. I called several schools all refused to transfer my credits the only thing they could offer was for me to start all over which would put me further in debt. That I cannot afford.”
394. [ID 8280], North Carolina-High Point, 6/2012-3/2014:

"Many of the credits do not transfer to other schools, leaving me to have to re-take classes at additional cost."


"I looked into transferring to my local community college because it’s closer for me and no Saturday classes. Turns out I’d need to start completely over and if I begged I might could get a few to transfer. After all in that stack of paperwork I was rushed through it supposedly says credits don’t transfer but yet I never read or was told that big detail!"

396. [ID 9419], Ohio-Akron, Computer and Electronics Engineering Technology, 9/2010-12/2012:

"I did look into going to a more credited school to earn a bachelors in the same field, but It was pointless because I couldn’t transfer the credits. I couldn’t afford to start all over again racking up even more debt."

397. [ID 3730], Ohio-Akron, Graphic Design, 6/2011-6/2013:

"I tried to see if my credits would transfer to Cuyahoga Community College, to see if it was possible to put them toward a different degree that could help me land a better job. The credits wont transfer. I wish I would of know this beforehand."

398. [ID 9607], Ohio, Breckinridge School of Nursing and Health Sciences, 6/2013-9/2015:

"Misleading student to believe that class credits could be transferred to other schools and Universities. Their are no schools in my area that will allow me to transfer my credits to the programs . I would have to basically start over in a program to move on with my education and I can not afford it."

399. [ID 9121], Ohio-Columbus, Computer Networking Systems, 5/2009-7/2010:

"The reason i dropped out was because i discovered the school was not accredited and the credits did not transfer. I was lied to by the recruiter. I was planning on going to columbus state comunity college for my degree and i went to ITT to check it out. He talked me out of going to columbus state by telling me ITT had job placement and my credits would transfer to columbus state if i wanted to switch at a later date. The job placement ended up being a joke. Tried to transfer to columbus state after i dropped out and they informed me the credits didnt transfer"
and i would i have to restart my college education. At that point i gave up to not accumulate anymore debt. I quit while i was ahead.”

400. (ID 9055), Ohio-Columbus, IT Solutions, 6/2008-6/2009:

“ITT techs credits won’t transfer to another school because they are useless, words from Columbus state community College.”

401. (ID 6143), Ohio-Columbus, Computer and Electronic Engineering, 9/2010-6/2012:

“ITT is said to have accreditation, but its credits do not transfer almost anywhere and its degree is looked down upon as subpar. If I wanted to continue my education elsewhere, or if I had stopped and tried to transfer, I was told I would have to start all over unless test out of a class to prove knowledge (Which is an option open to anybody). I cannot transfer to another school without starting completely over in my field unless I test out of all related classes (Which, being ‘accredited’, I should not have to do and is available to anyone).”

402. (ID 7927), Ohio-Dayton, 6/2003-6/2005:

“I had to start completely over in college because of credits not transferring. Now I am out of financial aid and will only be able to complete classes as fast as molasses by paying out of pocket.”

403. (ID 7798), Ohio-Dayton, EECT, 6/2013-5/2016:

“I have not found one other school online or locally that recognized my credits as equal to theirs or at all. Pretty was told I would have to start over.”

404. (ID 4894), Ohio-Dayton, Network Engineering, 1/2004-1/2006:

“ITT told me that they were fully accredited in the state and the country and that I could transfer my credits to another school if I wanted to pursue a Bachelors degree, since ITT didn’t offer a Bachelors at my local campus. A few years later when I decided to pursue my Bachelors, I discovered that ITT did not in fact have the proper accreditation to transfer credits to other schools. The only school I could find that would accept transfer credit from ITT was DeVry university.”
405.  (ID 9546), Ohio-Dayton, Computer and Electronics Engineering Technology, 12/2010-12/2012:

“I was never told out right about the accreditation of ITT, but I only found out near the end of my education that no core credits are transferable not told once by ITT themselves.”


“I can’t be sure about statistics, as I don’t know how to access those. But the integrity of this school is a joke. I was specifically told during recruitment that my credits would transfer when I graduated. That was one of my main concerns. I wanted to continue my education. Everyone now knows that no college will accept ITT’s credits. Every time I contacted another school, I was basically laughed at.”


“They tell every student that credits transfer to the local colleges. I found that out first hand when I attempted to look into getting my master’s degree after I graduated last year. There isn’t a local school in the Dayton Ohio area that takes ITT credits. I was told by Wright State and UD that I would have to get my Bachelor’s degree through them first in order to get a Master’s degree. Which that puts me already at $60,000 in the hole for my two degrees from ITT.”

408.  (ID 9242), Ohio-Dayton, Computer Networking Systems Technology, 12/1999-12/2001:

“I looked at getting a degree from another, more reputable school but Wright State University and Ohio State wouldn’t take my credits. I didn’t want to go to another tech school and be stuck in the same situation.”


“I was told I’d be able to transfer to Wright State or the University of Dayton to complete my four year degree after attending ITT tech for my associates and that was my plan until I was told that neither college accepted credits from ITT Tech and really my only option was to attend ITT tech to finish my Bachelors or another for-profit school that was just as expensive.”
410. [ID 8831], Ohio-Hilliard, Computer Network Systems (Associates); Information Security Systems (Bachelors), 8/2007-7/2012:

“As mentioned in a previous step, about a year before graduation I realized my mistake but was pretty much forced to finish out my time at ITT as when I began a search for other schools, I quickly found out the credits would not transfer and I’d have to start all over.”

411. [ID 9162], Ohio-Hilliard, Nursing, 6/2012-3/2015:

“ITTs credit dont transfer other than a few gen eds however they dont transfer for full credit thus meaning you still have to repeat course[.]”

412. [ID 9317], Ohio-Hilliard, Masters in Business Administration, 3/2013-6/2016:

“The word accredited means nothing, when looking for other schools I found out that they are nationally accredited and regionally accredited which was a big part of not finding any other schools to go to. I tried to changed schools and since ITT Tech is nationally accredited and not regionally accredited there were a lot of schools that said no, and others did not transfer any credits to their school.”

413. [ID 8028], Ohio-Hilliard, 8/2007-2/2009:

“I wanted to transfer to another school in the local area but i was unable to because it would have been like starting over and I could not take on any more loans. Because by this time my credit was starting to go down hill and i was in a financial disaster.”

414. [ID 8722], Ohio-Hilliard, 9/2010-2/2013:

“No community college or university will accept ITT credits. I already have 46k in loans and I would have to start completely over to try and get the education I need to pass boards for a nursing license.”

415. [ID 7023], Ohio-Hilliard, Drafting and Design, 9/2011-12/2013:

“When I was enrolling I was told that most or all of my credits would transfer to a school I had in mind as well as several others in the area specifically Columbus state university. That was completely wrong, not one credit transferred and in order to pursue my education I need to start over at the bottom... Unless I was to go back to ITT.”
416. (ID 5316), Ohio-Maumee, 1/2007-12/2007:

"After enrollment I found out that it would not be possible to transfer any credits I may have had to a traditional institution. This was in direct conflict to what I had been told during my initial meetings with the ITT Tech student counselors."


"They promised the Maumee location had accreditation to transfer to any other school. I left so I could transfer to the University of Toledo. Then U. of Toledo wouldn’t even look at ITT-technical institutes official transcripts."


"I was informed by my recruiter Jan Wilson - that IT certifications were not necessary and that my degree from ITT Tech was far more important to employers. I was also told that some of my credits could transfer to schools with similar programs but this is false."

"ITT Tech’s credits do not transfer. The curriculum taught at the school is different from other college campuses. I was told by Cincinnati State that they do not accept credits earned while attending ITT Tech."

419. (ID 5935), Ohio-Norwood, 12/2009-1/2012:

"Credits from ITT will not transfer to any local college. My loan amount has been maxed out. The only option was another two years at ITT for a bachelors degree not in my field of study."

420. (ID 8939), Ohio-Norwood, 9/2006-9/2009:

"I did enroll in another school and I plan on finishing my Mechanical Engineering degree from Cincinnati State. The problem? Everything I did at ITT Tech was useless. Nothing transfers from there."


"I tried to transfer over to a university campus after i completed my degree and found i would have to start over. [M]y credits did NOT Transfer."
422. (ID 9374), Ohio-Norwood, Network Systems Administration, 3/2012-12/2013:

“Could not continue to a 4 year degree through University of Cincinnati because none of the credits transfer.”

423. (ID 2857), Ohio-Norwood, 12/2008-12/2010:

“I wanted to go to Cincinnati st but since i found out that the credits don’t transfer im not interested in creating more student loan debt.”

424. (ID 2614), Ohio-Norwood, Computer Networking Systems Technology, 10/1999-12/2001:

“I found out after I graduated that most colleges won’t take the credits and to further your education you would have to go back to ITT Tech which I refuse to do ever again.”

425. (ID 7650), Ohio-Norwood, 11/2005-12/2007:

“I was told my credits would transfer to another school only to find no school will accept their school credit.”

426. (ID 7928), Ohio-Norwood, 12/2009-12/2011:

“They do not tell you that their credits do not transfer. Once you are aware of this it is too late, or you are forced to start over again.”


“I was not told that my credits would not transfer should I decided to go to a different school or continue to a secondary program i.e. Masters/ Doctorates.”

428. (ID 8212), Ohio-Strongsville, 9/2008-9/2010:

“They told me that my credits would be transferable at our local colleges. This was one of the biggest reasons why I decided to attend. I decided to go back to a real school and earn a real degree. Only to find out that none of the credits would transfer. I now have to start from the beginning and retake and pay for classes that I have already completed at ITT.”


“On multiple occasions, I have tried to transfer my credits to another school and they were not accepted due to lecture to lab ratio. I would have to restart my education from basic courses.”
This has limited my ability to further my education and obtain my bachelor degree which will allow me the ability to obtain a higher level position within reputable businesses where growth is possible. This also limits the amount of income that can be achieved without extended years of service. Because of this, I am always behind the curve of what my skills are actually worth. I have had to spend countless dollars and hours working on new certifications and renewals to maintain my current level of income, which directly affects my home life with my family.”

430.  

“President of school told us that credits would transfer to local colleges, (Akron U and Kent State specifically). We would be able to go out and pass several certification test, (Cisco, Microsoft, Linux to name a few). Akron U and Kent both refuse to take my credits from ITT.”

431.  

“I went back to the college that I had came from and none of the credits would transfer. None of them! It was like paying again for the same class.”

432.  

“At the time I was told i would be able to transfer my credits to another school if i wanted to further my career. But if i want to further my career i would have to start completely over. The school i attempted to enroll in was Cleveland State and they did not accept ITT credits.”

433.  

“I have attempted to enroll in numerous colleges. They will not accept ITT credits for various reasons. One reason being, the school is not or was not accredited by a qualifying accreditor. It is frustrating to be paying loans for a school whos credits I can not transfer. Waste of money and time.”

434.  

“We were told our credits would transfer to other schools I have not been able to find a school that any of the credits would transfer to.”
“One of their misleading recruitment tactics was telling me that I would be able to transfer my credits should I wish to continue my education further. For example, I was told I would be able to transfer credits to Youngstown State University. The credits from ITT did not transfer to Youngstown State University OR any University or community college. This fact can not be denied. ITT Technical Institute during recruitment told me that credits would transfer to local colleges such as Youngstown State University. In reality not ONE CREDIT would transfer. Approx, $50,000.00 and not ONE CREDIT was transferable. This is not ok!”

“They misled me on the proper accreditation for my credits to transfer to another university to complete my Bachelors degree. Therefore, when I went to pursue my bachelor’s degree I had to start completely over.”

“I tried numerous times to transfer to other schools and I would have to start all over again. The only ones to accept me would be other for profit schools.”

“My credits through ITT would not able to be transferred to any other school. I couldn’t go for bachelor’s anywhere else.”

“They told me my credits would be transferable, but that was a lie as I was not able to. Not that I would be able to pay for another school as this loan costs so much to keep up with. My credits from ITT Tech are not transferable to any other school in this location or anywhere that I’m aware of.”

“In the mid of my career I decided to finish in another college after I went to few job interviews and they don’t know anything about ITT. Not even community colleges can credited one class. University of Houston told me not even one credit. same as Houston community and San Jac.
When I ask ITT that which college or University They know that I can transfer my credits and classes that I had taken and to finish with my goal ITT said “not any to my knowledge.”

441. [ID 8726], Oklahoma-Tulsa, Drafting and Design Technology, 12/2011-9/2013:

“I’m unable to transfer any credits I received from ITT Tech. They did not make this known when I enrolled. It I go to an accredited college, I have to start over.”

442. [ID 6514], Oklahoma-Tulsa 12/2010-12/2014:

“Prior to going to ITT I really didn’t know anything about accreditation. I was told during my initial (high pressure sales) visit that all colleges had to be accredited. That some colleges were just regionally accredited but ITT was nationally accredited (like that was a good thing...) That for credits to transfer a school had to be at least nationally accredited. So after my associates was over I tried to transfer as I felt like I was getting a sub par education. That’s when I learned what accreditation was and I couldn’t even transfer to a community college. I tried to enroll in TU due to their Cuber Corps program after my associates and basically got laughed at. I tried OSU as well. I would have had to start completely over to do either.”

443. [ID 5836], Oklahoma-Tulsa, Electronics and Communications Engineering, 1/2009-1/2013:

“I have looked into trying to go back to school to get a degree from an ABET Accredited college but I have found out that if I do this then I will have to start all over with the only two courses transferring being Comp I and Comp II. Even if I wanted to I would not be able to go back to college to pursue my masters degree.”

444. [ID 7732], Oklahoma-Tulsa, IT Department, Software Development, 6/2015-3/2016:

“I was told by ITT that I would be able to get into another school for my bachelor’s degree and then when check in with that school and they would tell me that I wouldn’t be able to attend because my credits at ITT wouldn’t transfer over.”

445. [ID 8891], Oregon-Portland, Criminal Justice, 6/2009-9/2011:

“Portland Police and Highway patrol do not accept students from ITT Tech. I called Portland State University and they were the who told me my credits wouldn’t transfer.”
446. (ID 8689), Oregon-Portland, Construction Management, 6/2008-12/2012:

“They lied to me also about their credits transferring to local Universities. I was told they were nationally accredited so that wouldn’t be an issue. I tired to go to the University of Portland, but was told I would have to start over. The ITT told me the credits would transfer, but Portland showed me how they were not accredited and couldn’t except the credits.”

447. (ID 8769), Oregon-Portland, 3/2009-7/2011:

“Frustratingly I found out too late that ITT’s credits were not good for transferring anywhere else, my Associates Degree counts for nothing were I to attend another school for a follow up degree. I would need to take pre-reqs again.”

448. (ID 9300), Pennsylvania-Bensalem, Computer Network Systems, 1/2006-1/2008:

“Now, what credits i did earn mean nothing considering the ACICS was stripped of its accreditation on September 22nd. Why did i pay 90 grand for a school thats not even accredited? ” The school I was told that i could transfer to (Drexel University) rejected my credits and every other school that accepted my credits only accepted a handful of classes which didnt even have the field of study that i received my degree in.”


“ITT claimed that the credits I earned would transfer to other schools. They did not. Tried to transfer credits from ITT to a community college, but they would not.”

450. (ID 7098), Pennsylvania-Dunmore, Computer and Electrical Engineering Technologies, 1/2009-1/2011:

“I attempted to have my credits transfered to a college near my current address which was not an ITT and was told that none of them would transfer. I then called around to numerous schools and was told the same thing. The only thing that i was able to do was to either go to ITT for my bachelors which would cost another 40,000, or start over and get my AA at a college. I am now enrolled in a local community college starting over from the beginning in order to go for my associates again. I am taking all of my classes over again and have even noticed how poor my education at ITT was compared to my current school. Going to ITT wasted 2 years of my life as i now have to start over at a real school in order to work up towards my bachelors.”

“They said that they were accredited and I would be able to transfer to any other college or university. I tried applying to PennState University and they were the ones who told me ITT credits would not transfer to them.”


“I attempted to transfer my degree to the local Penn State as the recruiter told me I could and it was not accepted. The recruiter stated that other students have successfully done so.”

453. (ID 5354), Pennsylvania-Harrisburg, Electronics engineering technology, 6/2013-12/2014:

“ITT claimed that credits would transfer to other schools. However, no other schools in the area would recognize credits from them.”


“I learned the hard way when I tried to speak about transferring my credits to a local community college and a larger college institute in Philadelphia, PA. They actually laughed and then followed that up by saying I’m sorry but we are unable to accept these credits.”


“Nearing my graduation I was told that my credits wouldn’t transfer to another school to continue on to my Bachelors.”


“Just prior to enrolling in ITT Tech, I had discussed my education plans with a recruiter. My plan was to get an associates degree with ITT Tech and then get employed with a company that would assist with me going back to school for two years so that I could earn a bachelors degree. At the time, the recruiter told me that it was very common and many other students have the same plans. The recruiter did not explain or advise me that the credits I would receive from ITT Tech were not transferable to the majority of other colleges. I was unable to transfer the credits I had earned at ITT Tech to a local community college. As I wasn’t able to transfer any credits, I wasn’t able to afford a full 4 year degree at the local community college.”

“I cannot enroll to Chicago State University because none of my credits would transfer and I would have to start off as freshman.”


“I was told that my credits were able to transfer to different university’s when in fact that was a lie. No one would recognize the credits I have earned from ITT.I tried to even go back to community college but my credits wouldn’t even transfer back there. Let alone better accredited universities. Even though academically, I was among the top 3 students within my program with a near perfect attendance rate.”


“They told me I would be able to transfer my credits if I chose to transfer to another school and said most early classes would be able to transfer. None of my completed classes were accepted anywhere else.” I’ve had to retake math classes at a CC in CA even though I took the same class at ITT.”


“Bucks County community College wouldn’t take my credits.”


“I was told that my ITT credits would transfer fully to other schools in order to continue my education and complete my bachelors degree. After graduation, I found out that this was not the case when I was attempting to find a school that would accept my credits. I ended up going back to ITT to complete my Bachelors. I feel this is what they wanted me to do and that is why they lied about the credits transferring. They wanted me to think they would and when they didn’t I had no choice but to complete my degree with ITT.”

462. John Smith (ID 9195), Pennsylvania-Tarentum, Criminal Justice, 8/2009-12/2010:

“There are not any schools local to me that will transfer itt-tech credits and let me finish my program. I am already in debt and can not afford to take out any more loans. They took my
entire income tax check which is a lot of money I get for having my children and it doesn’t get to go towards anything that they need its all for useless loans.”

463. (ID 5425, 5426), South Carolina-Greenville, ITT Multimedia, 12/2007-12/2009:

“After I left ITT Tech, I wanted to attend another school and try to go for a bachelors degree (primarily because I realized I was ripped off by ITT Tech). I toured Full Sail University in Winter Park, FL and Savannah College of Art and Design in Savannah, GA. I was told by BOTH schools that my credits from ITT Tech would not count towards a bachelors degree in these schools, so I would have to start all over from scratch to get a bachelors degree. This was very disappointing and ITT Tech misled me into thinking my credits would transfer. I did not attend either of these schools because of this and a few other reasons.”

464. (ID 4879), South Carolina-Greenville, Computer Networking Systems, 1/2001-1/2003:

“I would essentially have to restart my education as no other academic institution will accept ITT credits. I was never told this would be the case.”


“We were told that ITT was a credited school when in fact they are not. I didn’t find out until my 3 quarter that my credits would not transfer. I wanted to transfer to a community college because of the quality of education that I was receiving. Upon checking into that, I found out that I had to start completely over and loose the last year of school that I had completed.”

466. (ID 5100), Tennessee-Cordova, 3/2008-9/2011:

“I tried to transfer to a community college and was told that no school would accept those credits. I basically wasted my time there when I could have went a totally different route and actually have a job in my field.”

467. (ID 8757, 6013), Tennessee-Johnson City, Paralegal Studies, 3/2010-6/2012:

“We as paralegal students had a teacher more thsn qualified at the beginning...whrn he found out we were all getting scammed,they fired him and replaced him with a teacher, who knew nothing about Tennessee law, so there went my promised education. I also tried to go to another school and my credits didn’t transfer, which I was promised ITT Tech credits would, another lie to get me to enroll.”

“We were told our credits will transfer to King College and no they don’t...”
468. (ID 9051), Tennessee-Johnson City, NSA (Network Systems Administration), 12/2013-7/2014:

“I did enroll into another school, but none of my credits would transfer.”

469. (ID 8857), Tennessee-Johnson City, Para Legal, 5/2010-10/2011:

“No schools here would accept my credits. They said they were none transferable. They also called ITT-Tech a joke.”

470. (ID 6136), Tennessee-Knoxville, Information Systems And Cybersecurity, 12/2009-8/2013:

“I was only able to find one school that would accept my credits from ITT to continue pursuing my education and after speaking with them most of my credits from the IT programs wouldn’t transfer.”

471. (ID 9132), Tennessee-Knoxville, Electrical Engineering, 12/2014-1/2015:

“I was told by the local community college that my credits would not transfer and I would have to start all over again.”

472. (ID 9324), Tennessee-Knoxville, Electronic Engineering, 9/2011-12/2014:

“Many of the ‘credits’ that I earned at ITT would not transfer and in looking to furthering my education I found that many classes that I had already taken would have to be taken over again.”

473. (ID 8955), Tennessee-Knoxville, Electronic Engineering Technology, 1/2000-1/2002:

“I only found out after graduating that none of my credits would transfer to other schools.”


“They lied about everything, the “accreditation” is a joke and after a year or so in the program I inquired about transferring to a more affordable reputable school only to find out that NOT ONE single credit was transferrable, I was so upset that I considered just getting out right there but the advisor at ITT convinced me to stay in and kept saying things like it would work out in the long run and you’ll forget all about this once you are in a new career and making the big bucks blah blah blah blah. So I stayed in and finished the associates degree program because what
other choice did I really have? I was stuck there because the credits wouldn’t go anywhere else and they already had most of my money that I couldn’t get back anyways. After getting the degree I found out how pathetic and worthless an ITT diploma was, no one, not even entry level positions at any established company would touch an ITT graduate, the school and by extension all the graduates were nothing but jokes in the industry. I was promised that if I stuck with it and went to school and got a degree that it would make my life better, in reality ITT has given me a worthless piece of paper, ruined my credit, my life and my future. Tried to transfer into a community college when I was informed that not a single credit would be transferrable, this is how I was convinced/trapped into staying and finishing out the most expensive and life ruining two year program on the face of the plan.”

475. (ID 8903), Tennessee-Knoxville, Project Management, 6/2008-6/2012:

“When I decided to try and go back to school, I learned that my credits wouldn’t transfer. Due to the debt I already had from going to ITT Tech, I wouldn’t be able to afford to retake the classes that I already took.”


“I looked several times into furthering my education to complete a Bachelor’s degree, but none of my credits would transfer, and I would have to completely start from scratch.”

477. (ID 8852), Tennessee-Knoxville, Project Management, 5/2008-6/2012:

“I once tried to transfer to a local college in the area where I live and NONE of my credits would transfer. NONE, not even the genED classes. Therefor forcing me to stay at ITT until completion or have to pay that money again to take the same classes at another college.”


“We all tried to transfer to another college and couldn’t because our credits did not transfer which when enrolling they told us they would.”

479. (ID 8620), Tennessee-Nashville, Software Application Development, 9/2008-3/2013:

“A one point I considered going to another school (Phoenix University) to pick up my bachelors degree after completing my associates but many of the credits would not transfer. This is
compounded further when talking about future plans for masters or doctorate level programs because I may have to redo many credit hours where my ITT credits will not transfer.”


“Never once did they mention that my degree or credits weren’t transferable to other schools. I found this out when I visited another college when I was interested in furthering my education. The college I was visiting told me none of my credits would transfer because they couldn’t tell what the curriculum was from the names of the classes on my transcript and therefore couldn’t transfer my credits. I visited Volunteer State Community College to see about furthering my education but my credits wouldn’t transfer. I would have had to take all my courses over again and start from scratch."

481. (ID 8621), Tennessee-Nashville, Bachelor of Applied Science in Software Development, 6/2008-6/2012:

“When applying for the college, I asked about how well I could transfer my classes, since I was bringing credits from Los Angeles Valley College. They told me that since they were accredited, that my classes would transfer with no problem. When it came time to apply for the Bachelors program, some friends and I had tried to look around at other colleges. We quickly found out that they had sold us a lie and that most of our credits would not transfer. This compounds future problems when looking at Masters or Doctoral programs since I may have to retake many classes.”

482. (ID 9110), Tennessee-Nashville, Software Development, 9/2013-12/2015:

“I cannot go to another school because my credits will not transfer, so if I wanted to continue to go to school for my bachelors, I would have to start completely over. Especially now that ITT is closed.”


“I was frustrated with my time there and tried switching schools like Nashville State and TSU who did not accept the credits from ITT tech because ITT was a not an accredited school but that was not what the recruiter told me.”

484. (ID 3994), Tennessee-Nashville, Computer Networking, 12/2000-12/2002:

“My credits wouldn’t transfer so I had to retake classes.”
485. (ID 8624), Tennessee-Nashville, Software Application and Design (SAD) and Software Application Programming (SAP), 10/2008-6/2012:

“ITT said that credits would transfer from this school to other programs, and that just isn’t so. Courses were even duplicated, there was a Software Engineering course that was given within the Associates program and then again in the Bachelors program. The book was reprinted and had a different cover but word for word the course material was exactly the same. I had to pay for the same course twice, this was brought up to faculty but ultimately dismissed.”

486. (ID 8057), Tennessee-Nashville, 6/2004-1/2010:

“I tried to transfer to other schools, even community colleges and they told me none of my 70+ credits would transfer. No real explanation as to why. I would have had to start school completely over in order to enroll.”


“I’ve since attended MTSU and was told that the majority of my credits from ITT weren’t recognized and would not transfer. After pleading with some of the dept heads at MTSU I was able to have 2 credits transfer over for general education classes. But I’d still technically have to attend for another 4 years to get my bachelor’s which technically should be two years since I already have an associate’s.”

488. (ID 9657), Tennessee-Nashville, CEET, 1/2006-1/2008:

“Was never told my credits would not transfer, so I have 65k debt and all I got was a worthless piece of paper, and 2 years of my life I’ll never get back.”


“I tried to enroll in another school using my credits. They would not transfer them because they said ITT is not accredited.”


“Before I graduated, I attempted to transfer out, but the school I was going to switch to (Middle Tennessee State University) wouldn’t accept the transfer credits for pretty much everything.”
491. (ID 8008), Tennessee-Nashville, Software Development Technologies, 6/2011-6/2013:

“I was unable to continue my education at ITT Tech as the program that I was involved in was being shut down to start a new program for mobile development. With this program, I would’ve had to take many classes over to cover the difference between my program and the new one, accruing more debt. I was also unable to continue my education at another institute as most of the credits I had earned would’ve been useless and I would’ve had to start an entire program over accruing more debt.”


“I tried to enroll in another school using my credits. They would not transfer them because they said ITT is not accredited.”


“I tried to enroll at Tarrant County College in Fort Worth, TX for my Bachelor’s in Information Technology but I was informed none of my credits would transfer and I would have to start my Associate’s over in order to complete their program. This is why I returned to ITT-Tech to complete my Bachelor’s degree.”


“I was going to go back to school first at ITT in Little Rock but was told I would have to retake my program all over and then I was going to attend a community college (National Park Community College) but was told my credits from ITT were not transferable.”


“Tried transferring to DeVry and Phoenix. Was told credits were not recognized due to lack of accreditation.”

496. (ID 7919), Texas-Arlington, Electrical Engineering and Communications, 3/2013-8/2015:

“I thought about finishing my Bachelors at a different school like a community collage, but not a single hour I spent at ITT is considered transferable.”

“Credits wouldn’t transfer when I went to work on my bachelor’s degree at University of Phoenix. Very disappointing to know that my education isn’t valued enough to get credit for the 2 years work I did at ITT Technical Institute.”

498. (ID 8007), Texas-Arlington, AAS EET, 1/1994-1/1996:

“Falsely claimed they were accredited. I could not transfer credits to any other school.”


“When I first enrolled I asked if any of the credits could transfer and I was told that “some” might and some might not, just like they would or would not when transferring from school to school. The school did promise that my skills would help me out in the long run but now that ALL the schools have closed down I am sure that the accreditation that it did have will go down the drain. and the “associates” that I also have will be just a piece of paper with writing on it. When I earned my associates degree I went to a community college to take some credits in efforts of working on my bachelors degree and to my surprise i was told that none of the credits from ITT would be able to be transferred.”


“I was told that my credits will transfer when I tried to enroll at an university they will not take my credits I would have to start over.”

501. (ID 9569), Texas-Austin, IT, 8/2008-12/2009:

“I tried to go back to UH, but my credits would not transfer and I would have had to start all over again. I had to go a community college and waste 2 years or more, because I had to pay out of pocket for school.”

502. (ID 8185), Texas-Austin, Applied Science in Electronics, 9/1997-9/1999:

“They made it sound like you could transfer credits to credited schools. Credits would not transfer to ACC.”
503. [ID 7065], Texas-Austin, Electronics and Communications Engineering Technology, 3/2007-3/2011:

“Wanted to transfer to Austin Community College to further education, but credits would not transfer.”

504. [ID 5059], Texas-Austin, Computer Network Systems, 8/2002-11/2005:

“Credits do not transfer in state. Not stated during enrollment process. Worse is the credits are not even close to 1:1 if you try to apply for a school not ITT.”

505. [ID 8575], Texas-Austin, Computer and Electronic Engineering Technology, 2/2004-3/2006:

“Falsely claiming to have proper accreditation to transfer to other schools[.]”

“I not only obtained an associates level degree but then was foolish enough to go back and do the bachelor program... only to find that my credits won’t transfer to get my masters degree.”

506. [ID 4770], Texas-Austin, CEET, 1/2009-1/2011:

“I was told I could continue my education in getting a master or beyond after i got my engineering degree. After I quit the BS program and got my AAS I found out not a single class from ITT is transferable to a university because the school is not accredited.”

507. [ID 8846], Texas-DeSoto, Electronics, 9/2010-5/2012:

“Despite promises that my credits would transfer to any community college, that was proven untrue the moment I tried to switch to Navarro College in Waxahachie.”

508. [ID 8409], Texas-Houston North, 9/2006-12/2007:

“Falsely inform me I was able to transfer my credits to U of H to pursue my Bachelors.”

509. [ID 8736], Texas-Houston West, Information Systems Security, 9/2008-6/2012:

“I attempted to enroll into another college (HCC and U of H) and I was told that my credits from ITT Tech were not acceptable. When I mentioned this to my ITT Tech counselor, I was then encourage to take the ITT Tech Bachelor program. And if I enroll for the Bachelor program before I graduated, I would get a 20% discount from the Bachelor program tuition cost.”
510. (ID 8087, 9444), Texas-Houston West, CAD Drafting and Design, 9/1997-6/1999:

“Any or ALL credits earned will NOT transfer to a REAL university or community college.”


“We were all told that the credits would transfer to other schools. Credits will not transfer to Universities as promised for future education.”

512. (ID 9491), Texas-Houston North, 6/2013-10/2015:

“I attempted to transfer my credits to the university of Houston and Sam Houston state both told me that they could not accept them.”


“I am unable to transfer any of my credits to any other school because they are from ITT.”

514. (ID 9306), Texas-Houston West, Drafting and Design, 1/2007-11/2009:

“The recruiter explained to me that even that I wanted to transfer credit that it was going to be accepted. After I grad ITT. I was told by HCC Stafford that my credits would not transfer for my continue in education in Project Management. they said the only way I can continue was to start over with HCC or continue with ITT.”

515. (ID 5079), Texas-Houston West, Electronical Engineering, 9/2006-5/2008:

“Credits did not transfer, had to start from beginning again.”

516. (ID 2806), Texas-Houston North, Business Management, 5/2012-8/2013:

“Once I found that this school was a farce and attempted to enroll elsewhere, I was shocked to learn the credits I earned were in vain and counted for nothing. This really knocked the wind out of me and I decided I could go no deeper into debt...”

517. (ID 8934), Texas-Houston North, 1/2004-6/2006:

“My community college wont transfer my credits.”
518. (ID 9075), Texas-Houston West, 1/2007-12/2010:

“I could not be able to transfer my credits and I try to transfer Houston Community College and Houston Baptist University they said ITT’s Credit can’t be able to transfer to their School.”

519. (ID 8717), Texas-Houston West, Information Systems Security, 6/2008-7/2012:

“After my associates program was completed, it tried to apply to state colleges in Texas and no one accepted my credits i received at ITT. That is why i stayed in school to earn my bachelors from them because i had no other choice to further my education.”

520. (ID 5143), Texas-Richardson, Computer Networking, 1/2006-9/2008:

“When I first attended, I was explicitly told that most of my credits would transfer to a state college if I wanted to pursue a bachelors degree. Halfway through the program I started planning and was told by state colleges that most of my credits would not transfer. I went back to the counselors at ITT and they now said some would transfer depending on the school. Of course now on ITT’s website(today), it says credits would unlikely transfer, which was the truth even back then. After graduating I was not able to pursue my bachelors degree, without retaking most of the classes and getting deeper into debt for financial assistance.”

521. (ID 5936), Texas-Richardson, 9/2005-1/2007:

“They indicated that all of my credits would transfer to a 4 year school as the were accredited. They said my credits would transfer to Collin county community college as well. They also stated that 90% of their graduates receive a job with in a few months of graduation. In order to go to get a bachelors degree I would have to start from scratch as none of my credits transfer.”


“None, if any of the credits at ITT are transferable to a reputable college. I wanted to transfer to a community college midway through my Associates and they told me none of my credits were transferable. Richland Community College in Richardson, TX.”


“[T]old me my degree is accepted everywhere and my credits transfered, told me how the class are geared towards the degree and you only study what you need for the degree, and nothing else. They told me all my credits would transfer to i could purse a bachelors degree because they location i was in did not offer one. That was a lie…”
524. **(ID 9463), Texas-Richardson, 9/2004-9/2006:**

“Oregon Institute of Technology and numerous other ABET accredited schools would not take my undergraduate associates credits towards an Bachelor’s engineering degree. As of current I am having trouble finding a reputable college willing to accept these credits without having to take out further student loans to retake courses.”

525. **(ID 6635), Texas-San Antonio, 10/2010-3/2013:**

“Soon after beginning the associate program I noticed this school was a bad investment. After the poorly educated staff, mediocre curriculum, and childhood nature of our school I asked if I could transfer my credits to a community college. I was immediatey denied.”

526. **(ID 7807), Texas-San Antonio, 12/2009-12/2011:**

“Am trying to get an engineering degree on a regular college but my credits won’t transfer. So i have to start all over and take most of the clasess that i took similar to ITT tech.”

527. **(ID 5326), Texas-San Antonio, Information Technology, 9/2006-8/2008:**

“I attempted to enroll in a community college but was not recognized as an institution and not only could not transfer credits would have to start fresh with other placement exams and classes.”

528. **(ID 9170), Texas-San Antonio, 9/2005-8/2006:**

“They mentioned that credits would transfer, yet when I tried to do so, no other school would accept these credits.”

529. **(ID 9687), Texas-Webster, 6/2004-6/2006:**

“I attempted to enroll in a local community college, but had to start completely over with the basics due to credits not transferring.”

530. **(ID 9460), Utah-Murray, 1/2002-1/2005:**

“Was advised when I started they would transfer when I graduated found out they wouldn’t and I would need to continue with ITT tech[.]”
531. [ID 8977], Utah-Murray, Electronic Engineering, 9/1993-12/1997:

“I was specifically told that my ITT credits were transferable to an undergraduate school or university. Upon graduating I found this to be absolutely untrue. I had to enroll in SLCC in 2005 and not (1) ITT credit transferred.”

532. [ID 7834], Utah-Murray, Electronics and Communications Engineering Technology, 9/2006-6/2010:

“Most of the local universities and colleges will not accept my credits earned as a transfer, rendering my degree useless if I want to further my education.”

533. [ID 9668], Utah-Murray, 3/2008-3/2010:

“Was told i could transfer to any school but nobody would accept my credits. Had to start over. Tried going to UofU and SLCC but nobody would take my credits. Would have to start over.”

534. [ID 8380], Utah-Murray, Electical Engineering and Communications Technology, 4/2004-3/2008:

“I thought about going to another school to compete my bachelors, but found out my credits wouldn’t transfer. I didn’t want to add more debt on top of my already large amount.”

535. [ID 5409], Utah-Murray, Electronics Engineering Technology, 9/2002-12/2008:

“Because employers won’t except my ITT degree I have been looking to school at the local schools and I am finding out that none of my credits transfer so I would have to start from scratch. Because of the student loan debt I am having a hard time getting the financial aid needed to attend.”

536. [ID 7944, 7947], Utah-Murray, 9/2004-3/2008:

“ITT Technical Institute deeply mislead me about the quality of my education and made false claims about accreditation. A couple days after signing up, I got worried about accreditation because my ultimate goal was to continue my education and go on to get an MBA. I went into my recruiters office and she assured me that they were fully accredited and that I could take my degree “anywhere.” I didn’t realize this was a lie until a few months a go when a fellow student of ITT Tech with an Associates degree started attending the community college because his degree and credits wouldn’t transfer. I then researched the University of Utahs Masters degree requirements and my degree is worthless. I am completely devastated. Not only have I been
shackled down with $75000, I will have to start all over again because I refuse to ever attend another for profit university.”

537. [name](ID 2850), Utah-Murray, Information Systems Security, 7/2004-11/2009:

“I tried to enroll in a Master's program at the state schools and they don’t recognize ITT as a valid school.”

538. [name](ID 9387), Utah-Murray, Industrial Design, 3/95-12/95:

“Recently I was told that the credits I had obtained were not transferable to a junior college. Therefore I would have to retake all of the classes I took at ITT tech.”

539. [name](ID 6104, 8015), Utah-Murray, Electrical Engineering, 5/2010-5/2013:

“During my time of enrollment at ITT TECH I was sold that the school was accredited by ABET and credits would transfer to a master program through another school only if I were to finish through my bachelor. I was told this after relaying information about dropping the school.”

“I was told that at the end of my Bachelor degree through ITT my credits would transfer seamlessly to the university of Utah. After speaking with admissions this is not the case and I would need to repeat about 2 years of course specific classes.”

540. [name](ID 3735), Virginia-Chantilly, Information System Security, 12/2007-3/2013:

“I was told when I signed up my credits would transfer and that it is a highly respected degree in the tech field. The class books were years out of date and they had us running power point slides and “labs” that never worked and the teacher would just pass all of us if the labs didn’t work instead of working with us to resolve the issues. I was informed by my local community college that none of the credits are transferrable and do not count for anything and that I would have to start all over again.”

541. [name](ID 7469), Virginia-Chantilly, Computer Network Systems, 9/2010-12/2012:

“I looked into transferring to another school to complete my bachelor’s degree, but was unable to find schools that would transfer my credits.”

“I found that when I was going to try to transfer to a different school that none of my credits would be eligible to transfer to another college or institution.”


“Credits would not transfer to traditional institutions. UMUC would not accept ITT Tech credits for master’s degree program.”


“After graduation i found out that my credits cannot transfer to any of the universities. Now i don’t know what to do, and a huge debts to pay. I have no money to do my certifications.”


“Yes. ITT said that I would be able to transfer my credits to a University like George Mason. Nope. Ive tried to go back to school but I would have to start all over since my credits wont transfer.”

“When i tried to have my credits transferred to a community college they said the credits at ITT could not be transferred.”

546. (ID 8540), Virginia-Chantilly, CNS (Computer Networking Systems), 1/2009-12/2011:

“Yes, I attempted to goto NOVA, but they told me ITT credits wouldn’t transfer. I was devastated because I thought I could finish a B.S degree at NOVA if my credits transferred. They did not. ITT Tech did not tell me this. I have not continued school because of this.”

547. (ID 8583), Virginia-Chantilly, 8/2007-11/2009:

“This applies to me in all aspects I was hoping to transfer to Nova. My credit is only good just for ITT only.”

“Most colleges in my area won’t even consider talking to me about transferring credits because ITT is not regionally accredited, only nationally. If I want to go to school, I need to start from scratch.”

549. (ID 9253), Virginia-Norfolk, Network Systems Administration, 5/2013-5/2015:

“I was told that all of my credits would transfer. After graduating ITT Tech, I decided that I wanted to continue my education in a bachelor’s program somewhere like ODU, Wright State, or Strayer. Only to find out that almost none of my credits transfer at all[.]”

550. (ID 7290, 6683, 6680, 6681, 6682), Virginia-Norfolk, Visual Communications, 12/2009-2/2012:

“During enrollment I questioned the enrollment counselor about the accreditation of the school. He told me they were accredited and their accreditation was national too. The way he worded his phrases was very manipulative and misleading. He made no effort to differentiate the two or explain what he meant. I enrolled in my local community college but I have to start over from the beginning because non of my credits were transferable.”


“When I realized the school wasn’t what I was told to expect. I tried to get out by transferring but hit a brick wall. Every school I reached out to said they didn’t take transfers from ITT Technical institute. This broke my heart because I was lied to.”

552. (ID 9651, 7926), Virginia-Norfolk, CDD, 8/2001-5/2004:

“I have taken my transcripts to both community college and university and was told that most if not all of my classes would need to be retaken as their credits would not transfer. This has deterred me from returning to school under the same field of study.”

553. (ID 8708), Virginia-Richmond, 5/2009-1/2012:

“Claimed accrediting would transfer and could continue my field of study in public universities. No campus accepted credits.”
554. **(ID 9357)**, Virginia-Roanake/Salem, Register Nursing, 9/2012-4/2016:

“I will not be able to enroll into a community college because there credits will not transfer and end up paying twice and they say too much of my money is sitting with ITT now.”

555. **(ID 9656)**, Virginia-Roanake/Salem, Nursing, 6/2012-6/2014:

“The colleges in my area do not accept ITT credits. Partially through the program, I wanted to leave ITT, but when I found out that the credits would not transfer, I found myself stuck. I had made it so far, I didn’t want to start all over. I chose to finish the program in hopes that I would gain my professional license and would be able to further my education with another school who would accept the transfer credits. But, I can’t further my education with any school until I have my license. Once I have my license, I can potentially move on to an RN-to-BSN program, but I have to pass boards first.”


“I spent 2 years working for my degree. During this time there was never any mention of certifications. I was naive and did not know that I would need more than my degree. Once I graduated and I was waiting for the job offers to come rolling in I discovered that I needed more than my degree. Most places stated that I needed at least an A+ certification before they could even consider me, and that may not be enough either. I wish I had known this BEFORE.

“Despite taking math courses at ITT, they would not transfer to Heartland Community College. I had to take new math courses when I enrolled there.”

557. **(ID 8480, 8478)**, Virginia-Springfield, 7/2009-6/2011:

“They told me I can transfer credits and go to any university. I tried to get into George Mason and they do not accept ITT credits.”

558. **(ID 8484)**, Virginia-Springfield, Criminal Justice, 9/2009-3/2012:

“It’s disturbing to know that ALL my credits can not be transferred over to another school. So I spent my money and time on a school that would fail me bad in the end.”
559. (ID 9202), Virginia-Springfield, Associate of Applied Science in Information Technology, 10/2004-12/2006:

“I will have to start all over again, because my credit wouldn’t transfer so all that money that I’m paying for those loan are for nothing.”


“About 5 months ago I looked into re-enrolling into a few schools and I learned that I would have to start as a freshmen and that none of my ITT credits would transfer to these schools. These schools included Arizona State, Penn State, Southern New Hampshire, and Colorado Tech.”

561. (ID 8602), Virginia-Springfield, 6/2010-6/2014:

“I tried to transfer to university of Maryland but after talking to them i was discourage. Soon as i said i went to ITT they told me that they wouldn’t accept my credits and i pretty much need to start over. I was already a year in ITT.”


“I tried to use my degree to fast track another degree, however, the school said my credits wouldn’t transfer because the school was only regionally accredited and I was told it was national accredited.”

563. (ID 7613), Virginia-Springfield, Criminal Justice, 6/2007-12/2012:

“None of the credits from this school are transferable, it’s as if I never even went to school.”

564. (ID 8571), Virginia-Springfield, 12/2009-6/2014:

“Credit are not transfer. I try so many times but no one can take my credits. THE CREDIT ARE NOT TRANFERABLE. They told me point blank that I should be able to transfer to other schools.”

565. (ID 7914, 7913), Washington-Everett, Network Systems Administration, 6/2013-3/2015:

“I applied to University of Washington Bothell and attempted to transfer there with my existing credits. The university told me "we do not accept credits from ITT technical Institute."”
They claimed that after seeking a Bachelor’s Degree from their institution it would be easy to continue at another institution and obtain a Master’s Degree. ITT Tech has accreditation through ACSIS and all schools offering Master’s programs in Electrical Engineering that I have spoken with require Under-Graduate degrees from ABET accredited institutions. I contacted several local colleges and universities about continuing my education and getting a Master’s Degree to better my career. All have stated that I cannot enroll due to the credits from ITT Tech being non-transferable and the school not being ABET accredited.

“I was told that ITT was accredited and that if I ever wanted to leave that I would easily be able to transfer my credits. I was mislead into thinking the education I was receiving would help me in the future. Credits did not transfer to any schools I’ve tried.”

“They also said that they did have accreditation. My current school wouldn’t accept ITT Tech credits because they aren’t ‘accredited.’”

“I tried to enroll at Everett Community College and Edmonds Community College, and they both bluntly informed me that ITT was not a recognized institution, and that most all of my credits would not be transferred.”

“The school I am going to would not take their credits so I wouldn’t have to retake certain classes. Math wouldn’t transfer over.”

“Was told credits would transfer...after my associates degree i had planned on transferring to a regular college. at which point i found out i had wasted 2 years of my life and would have to start over again or give up on education, i choose to give up on education until i was out of debt.”
572. [ID 7567], Washington-Seattle, 9/2006-1/2008:

“I attempted to attend University of Washington immediately after leaving ITT in order to continue my AA using the credits I received there. I was informed by ITT that these credits would follow me for the rest of my life and be usable for further education. UW informed me that the credits were completely non-transferable and I would have to start my AA completely over again.”

573. [ID 9095], Washington-Seattle, Networking Administration Services, 11/2013-9/2014:

“ITT told me that we can transfer our credit to any school but it was lie. No other school were able to accept any of their school credits.”

574. [ID 8920], Washington-Seattle, 3/2011-3/2015:

“They told me that if I got my bachelor’s I can transfer to UW and get my masters. I tried that after finishing my bachelor’s and all of the schools I contacted just wished me luck stating that if I wanted my masters or to continue my education I would have to start at a public school from scratch. I tried to go get my masters so that i can get rid of ITT-Tech in my background and just state the college I got my masters from but they told be that I can’t go to any public unless I start from scratch.”

575. [ID 8154], Washington-Spokane Valley, Information Technology - Multimedia, 9/2006-12/2008:

“I attempted to enroll at Eastern Washington and Washington State, in a Bachelor’s program and discovered I could not because my credits were non-transferable.”

576. [ID 8365], Washington-Spokane Valley, Information Technology, 1/2002-3/2004:

“They didn’t tell me that my credits from the college will not transfer.”


“I was told all accreditation would be transferable to any 4-year university to further my education, if I wanted. And they verified with local schools (Eastern Washington University) as other students have had no issues transferring there. I attempted to transfer to multiple colleges and few to none of the credits would transfer. Especially the technical courses which were the bulk of the classes.”
578. (ID 3773), Washington-Spokane Valley, 1/2008-1/2012:

“I wanted to get my masters at Eastern Washington university and ITT told me my degree would transfer and that was a lie!”


“I was not denied enrollment in another school, but after leaving ITT tech, I decided to attend a "real" university and upon my application, I was informed that none of the credits I had received at ITT tech would be able to transfer in any way.”


“Was considering going to local community college but after calling and discussing with advisor of my precious schooling they noted that they do not accept my credits.”


“Again, I tried to go back to school to get my Masters Degree, and I was turned down from every College/University I tried. They wouldn’t accept any of my credits, because ITT was not regionally credited.”

582. (ID 4173), Wisconsin-Green Bay, Multimedia, 6/2005-12/2007:

“I went back to UWGB for Graphic Design, and none of my credits from ITT Tech would transfer over. I had to pay over again because I needed the credits, and frankly needed to learn something since my teachers at ITT did nothing to further my learning.”

583. (ID 7191), Wisconsin-Green Bay, 1/2006-9/2008:

“I wanted to go to Lakeland College and continue on for a B.S., but was told they wouldn’t accept my credits and would have to take a full 4 years. Tried other schools as well and received the same answer from all.”

584. (ID 9416), Wisconsin-Green Bay, 12/2008-6/2013:

“Not only couldn’t I transfer my credits, we were told halfway through our BA that we were the last class to be going through the Digital Entertainment and Game Design program because they couldn’t scam anymore kids into taking the program.”

“I wanted to transfer to Arizona Western College to finish up the few remaining credits I needed to obtain my Bachelor’s degree so I could apply to law school. Little did I know that I would have to start all over again...”


“I attempted to transfer to UWM - Milwaukee. I had my credits evaluated and was told none of them transferred at all. I had to start over at a local community college and earned a degree that allowed me to make the money I should be earning already with credits that are transferable. Due to the amount of debt and increasing cost of education I am unable to afford to earn a bachelors degree in business information systems.”


“I was never told that the school was not regionally accredited. I only found out after I received an associates degree that it would not transfer to UW system colleges, so I felt like I had no choice but to stay with ITT because I didn’t want to lose out on more time and money by starting over somewhere else. And now, I do not qualify to get a professional teaching license because my education must come from a regionally accredited school. When I finished my associates degree, I enrolled for a bachelors degree program at UW-Parkside soon to find that none of my credits would transfer.”

588. (ID 8486), Wisconsin-Greenfield, Information Systems and Cybersecurity, 6/2012-12/2015:

“ITT credits won’t transfer to normal 4 year colleges, after I finishing my 2 year degree I wanted to transfer somewhere less expensive but was trapped a ITT and the only way to get a Bachelors degree was continue on.”


“Would have liked to transfer to Milwaukee School of Engineering or University of Wisconsin Milwaukee, but none of my credits would transfer.”

“I was looking at going back for my bachelors at a different school and found out that my credits wouldn’t transfer.”

591. (ID 8837), Wisconsin-Greenfield, Associates Degree in CAD Drafting and Design, 6/1995-10/1996:

“This is my biggest complaint. ITT told me they were accredited, and that they regularly transferred credits to other schools for people wanting to continue their education. Since the program I took at ITT was only a 2 year program, I always planned to continue my education at another school and eventually get a Bachelor’s degree in engineering. I didn’t find out until 5 years later, than all of my credits were worthless. When I tried to enroll at UW Stout, they basically laughed at my transcripts and told me I was welcome to enroll, but I would start as a freshman. Had I known my degree from ITT would saddle me with debt I am still paying off today, while at the same time being worthless in the real world, I would clearly have chosen another school. I was promised all my ITT credits would be openly accepted any any downstream education institution, specifically the University of Wisconsin schools. My plan was always to get my “first two years” of college out of the way at ITT, then continue education at a UW school where I could get a bachelors degree. I was shocked to find out how little merit my credits carried. No other school would accept them, and I didn’t have the time or money to start over. The end result was my ITT degree was the END of my education, not the beginning.”


“In the last year or two of classes I was seeking out another more reputable technical school to finish my education. After speaking with the other school I was mortified to find out that absolutely none of my credits would be transferable to another school.”


“When enrolling in another college I was forced to take all the courses I had completed at ITT as none of the credits transferred. This was despite ITT stating that they held “national and local accreditations.””
594. (ID 6516), Wisconsin-Greenfield, IT Networking, 8/2000-5/2004:

“I tried to enroll in other schools to complete my education, but I was told that any credits that I had from ITT Tech were non-transferable and that I would have to either repeat any prior training and pay out of pocket for any future education...”

595. (ID 4592), Wisconsin-Greenfield, Software Programming, 9/2001-9/2003:

“I could only go back to ITT tech if I wanted to get a Bachelors, otherwise I would lose all my credits. No other school would transfer.”

596. (ID 7688), Wisconsin-Greenfield, Software Application Programming, 12/2006-1/2009:

“When I chose to go back to UWM following a short break after graduating from ITT, not a single one of my credits transferred, and I had to basically start from scratch. After doing some research, it turns out that my situation wasn’t all that uncommon. In fact, it seemed like most, if not all, ITT Credits across the country were not accepted by four year Universities for transfer, which seems to me to be a strong indicator of just how poor the education was.”

597. (ID 8482), Wisconsin-Greenfield, ISS/IT Networking, 4/2002-9/2006:

“I was told that my credits after ITT would follow me to a number of schools. I had to give up on my dream of getting my Masters because I was told that I would basically have to start over from scratch in order to considered for Masters program at several Universities in my area.”


“I inquired with multiple area Universities regarding credit transfers, due to ITT Tech not being accredited, I was denied a transfer.”

599. (ID 6515), Wisconsin-Greenfield, IT Networking, 8/2000-5/2003:

“I tried to enroll in other schools to complete my education, but I was told that any credits that I had from ITT Tech were non-transferable and that I would have to either repeat any prior training and pay out of pocket for any future education since I was no longer able to take out any federal or private loans to attend school since I was no longer able to take out any federal or private loans to attend school.”
600. (ID 4135), Wisconsin-Madison, Information Technology Computer Networking Systems, 9/2008-12/2010:

“If I want a different degree, I have to start over from scratch. NOTHING from ITT will transfer, not even the degree itself. As far as other schools are concerned, I don’t have a degree.”

601. (ID 8430), Wisconsin-Madison, Drafting and Design, 2/2012-10/2014:

“I tried to transfer to MPTC. But they told me I would have to pretty much start over because my credits won’t transfer.”

602. (ID 8415), Online, 11/2005-5/2008:

“I recently enrolled in another school, but my credits did not transfer.”


“I tried to transfer to Cleveland State University, Troy University, University of Phoenix, Wallace Community State college and others. None would take any of ITT course credits.”


“It was expand to me by the community college of the air force that I would have to take all general education classes again to get a CCAF degree.”


“If I wanted to transfer into a UC or State college my credits will not transfer and I would have to start all over again.”

606. (ID 9606), 9/2011-11/2014:

“Said most credits would transfer to a community college and they were state regionally accredited. I went to transfer to a community college and none of the credits were eligible to transfer because ITT was unaccredited.”

607. (ID 7782), Nursing, 3/2011-6/2013:

“None of my credits would transfer to another school and I would have to repeat the whole nursing program over somewhere else and take out another $25k student loan.”
608. (ID 4264), 8/2008-6/2010:

“I was informed that all my credits from ITT were accredited and transferable. Towards the end of my program through research I found out that my credits were not accredited. I had no choice but to continue with my bachelor’s degree since due to my loan. I have been paying interest on my loan for the past two years for a degree I can not use. I wanted to transfer to Cal State LA, unfortunately I was informed the credits from ITT was not transferable. I was forced to take online classes hoping it would increase my chances of getting hired within my field.”

609. (ID 8062), 1/2009-5/2011:

“I was told that they were an accredited school and that my credits would transfer, only to find out I was lied to and now I have a 50,000 total of loan that mean nothing. No school will transfer their credits. I did not know this until I attempted to speak to an accredited school.”


“I was told by several local public colleges that I would have to start over because the ITT credits would not be accepted for transfer.”


“My credits would not transfer to a different school to further my education.[] I tried to enroll at the University of Tennessee and was told I would have to start over because my credits would not transfer.”


“In order to enroll in another school I would have to retake most of the classes I took for my degree because credits with ITT are non-transferable. I was not informed of this before I started classes with ITT or I would not have attended the school.”

613. (ID 5554), 6/2006-6/2008:

“They lost their accreditation prior to my graduating in 2008. When I tried to have my credits transferred to IUPU Fort Wayne campus they informed me that nothing I did was worth it because they had no accreditation therefore I had to start over.”
614. **(ID 9194), 3/2009-6/2011:**

“They explained to me that their credits would be transferable to several other schools. If I ever wanted to continue my education in my chosen field, they claimed that it wouldn’t be much trouble finding work in this area. This is very true. No school wants to take ITT credits[] and since I owe all of the money I do, it doesn’t seem appropriate to try to take out more school loans to attend an actual accredited school.”

615. **(ID 4234), Criminal Justice, 11/2005-8/2008:**

“I tried to transfer my ITT credits to Bellevue College, and was advised by Bellevue College that NONE of the credits were eligible to transfer.”

616. **(ID 7003), Electrical Engineering, 7/2014-3/2016:**

“Would love to get a bachelor’s at a reputable school but would have to redo Associate’s degree in order to qualify.”

617. **(ID 8080), Nursing, 3/2014-11/2015:**

“I had almost completed the entire program and tried to transfer my credits to a state university. Found out that I couldn’t transfer credits and had to completely restart my career.”

618. **(ID 9158), 1/2011-1/2013:**

“I have a receipt that I had to pay $3200.00 in order for ITT tech had to release my credits so that I may transfer them to another school which the other school didn’t take my credits because they were not regionally accredited.”

619. **(ID 5696), Criminal Justice, 7/2010-12/2010:**

“As I mentioned before I was under the impression that they were accredited properly and that any degree and/or credits I received would be accredited. The credits I received at ITT Tech I found later were NOT transferrable, wasting my time and my money.”

“It didn’t cause me to not be able to enroll but I worked really hard in the classes I did take, making all A’s, and it feels frustrating that none of that can transfer over.”

620. **(ID 6189), Software Applications and Programming, 8/2006-8/2008:**

“None of my credit would transfer when I tried to continue my education at Ivy Tech, The Art Institute, or Indiana University/Purdue University Indianapolis. I had to start completely over.”
621. (ID 8178), Computer Networking, 6/2005-6/2009:

“After realizing the education at ITT Technical Institute was sub-par, I looked to transfer to other colleges but found out none of my credits would transfer so I was forced to either drop out or continue to degree at ITT Tech.”

622. (ID 9323), 9/2006-11/2008:

“I told the ITT recruiter that I wanted to be a cop or a lawyer and was told I could transfer to law school or any other school of choice when needed but found out later that ITT credits did not transfer, all the schools I called told me they did not accept or acknowledge ITT credits. Cooley law school in Lansing told me, I would have to start all over from a accepted credited school. At the time while still at ITT, I could not pursue parts of my career for further education due to ITT credits not transferring, which ITT lied and said I could transfer any where to further my education.”


“Told me that ALL my credit would be able to transfer to ANY COLLEGE. Not one college will take these credits. Waste of time and MONEY, that I can not get ahead on no matter how much I pay monthly! I tired, was LAUGHED AT.”


“We were told that upon completion of the program, that we would be prepared to take and pass the MCSE certification. I and three of my classmates tried and failed the certification test. My three classmates had graduated from ITT Tech.”

“I tried to enroll in Harrisburg Area Community College and Penn State University. I was told by both that my ITT credits would not transfer and I would have to start over.”


“My credits didn’t transfer to IPFW in Fort Wayne.”

626. (ID 8713), 9/2004-7/2007:

“Several schools would not accept any credits or accept my degree to further my education. As a result I was forced to not continue my education or take out new loans or start a whole new program.”
“When I signed back up for a degree program with another school, None of the credits transferred. I had to start from scratch.”

“I am rolled in another school but none of the credits transferred. My father died in 2000 and left me money for education however all of that money was spent on ITT and I still do not have a degree which would get me a job. I am currently trying to finish a four-year degree that would assist me in finding employment.”

“I tried going to another school but they said I couldn’t transfer credits so that’s why I forced to re-enroll back to ITT Tech.”

“They falsely told me that my credits will transfer to any school I wanted to go to after I graduated which is a lie. I’m currently enrolled at UMass Lowell and not one credit transferred.”

“They told me their credits would transfer to a lot of different schools. In all my searching, I couldn’t find a single school that would accept my credit transfers from ITT Tech. Like I said, I talked to multiple schools about ITT Tech credits transferring, and not a single school would accept their credits.”

“They claimed transferable credits when I went to school, but when I went to switch, the other schools wouldn’t accept the credits. Cincinnati state wouldn’t accept my credits after the first year.”

“Recruiter did not tell me that credits from ITT wouldn’t transfer to a real college.”
“All the classes I took at ITT didn’t transfer to my recent school so I had to retake those classes.”

“I was not able to transfer credits into a state university, but was told all credits would be transferable. I was trying to transfer to a state university and only 2 credits would transfer out if the degree.”

“I went to Oklahoma State University after graduating from ITT Tech, I met with a counselor and was advised non of the credits would transfer over. I would need to start from scratch.”

“I’ve tried to transfer to other schools, but my credits would not transfer from ITT, because they are not an accredited school.”

“I thought I would try to better my knowledge by going to another school with my credits but they wouldn’t transfer I was going to apply to university of Phoenix online and the next thing I noticed I was having to redo classes I had already taken.”

“Was never told that none of the credits would transfer. When asked if I could continue my education at local schools I was told “most certainly”. Only months after starting did I find out that was a lie. I want to enroll at my local college and none of my credits are recognized. No gen eds or anything. I have to start all over to get a machinist cert. They don’t even want to see the transcript as soon as I said ITT they chuckled and said sorry.”

“ITT explained to me that the were accredited nationally and that all my credits would transfer to other colleges. I told them at admission that my end goal was to be a Nurse Practioner. They stated that the did the BSN program and we’re working on a Masters program as well. I specifically asked upon admission with Winter that of I wanted to transfer would it be a problem or would I have to start all over at another school. She told me that because of their
accreditation almost all creditscore would transfer. I planned to start my BSN through them and then they closed abruptly. Now I am trying you find a college that will accept my credits and as in the case with Oklahoma Wesleyan the will transfer my credits as electives only and I have to do all GE add Core nursing classes again. I’m already in debt and can not afford to be 100000 in debt due to them lying in the beginning. They did not only tell me this my husband was in the meeting as well. My credits will not transfer to any nursing program. I will have to start from the beginning and pull out more loans that I’m not even sure I will be able to do. If I can’t pull out more loans then I can’t afford to continue my education let alone start from the beginning.”

641. [ID 5248], Information System Securities, 4/2005-5/2010:

“When I did attempt to enroll into another school, only 1 credit out of a full bachelor program would transfer.”

642. [ID 6994], Associates of Applied Science, 1/2002-9/2006:

“My credits do not transfer to any schools I can find and I did not understand that up front.”

643. [ID 7903], Criminal Justice, 12/2009-6/2013:

“I asked if after I graduate and if I went to another college if all my credits would transfer, they told me they would. They also explained how different certifications that we had to take would be good towards a job but in fact the certifications actually meant nothing. I tried to enroll in another school to get my bachelor degree but I found out that none of my credits would transfer so I’d have to start at the beginning all over again.”

644. [ID 9384], Online, 1/2013-3/2015:

“No one is willing or was willing at the time I started to realize the school was a scam, to take any credits from ITT. Everyone else knew they were worthless.”

645. [ID 7960], Nursing, 3/2015-9/2016:

“None of my credits will transfer to any other schools I would like to attend I would have to start over. Why should I have to pay for a degree I can’t use.”

646. [ID 8027], Nursing, 3/2015-9/2016:

“Our school just closed and I am finding out that none of my credits will transfer to another school so that I can finish my degree. I only lack two more quarters! The last year and a half and all that hard work has been for nothing!!”
“I have only received word back from a few schools and my credits would not transfer. This is an on going effort. I will continue to call everyone.”

647. Exhibit 10 (ID 7694), 9/2004-3/2009:

“I earned over half a degree and only 12 credits would transfer anywhere. ITT even told me they wouldn’t accept their own credits.”

648. Exhibit 10 (ID 5250), Software and Application Programming, 1/2008-12/2008:

“Turns out you can’t transfer the credits to any place like ASU because they said that ITT isn’t accredited!”

649. Exhibit 10 (ID 9136), 4/2006-8/2009:

“I specifically asked if the current accreditation (at the time of enrollment) had to ability to be transferred to any of my state’s universities and institutions and my academic advisor had claimed that yes, ITT credits were accepted at most state institutions. With the caveat that the credits may not be accepted at other private colleges (Apollo, Corinthian, University of Phoenix) which I had no interest in going to anyways. Once I completed my Associates I found that my credits were not accepted ANYWHERE. My only option was to double down and go back to ITT again which I declined to do. I wanted to move to a state institution (Arizona State) but couldn’t because none of my state schools would accept any ITT credits at all. I also tried another private coWestern Governors University and they didn’t accept my credits either. In my opinion if a state won’t accept your credits you are done and those credits are just a sunk cost.”

650. Exhibit 10 (ID 8974), Computer Networking Systems, 6/2003-12/2005:

“They falsely told me that all of the credits I earned at ITT would transfer to a four year university if I wanted to after obtaining my Associates degree. I did attend a four year university (Webster University) but not even half of my credits from ITT transferred to my new college. I was considered a Freshmen when I enrolled at Webster. I had to retake basic computer classes when attending Webster because they would not accept the credits I’d already earned at ITT. Which in turn wound up costing me more and more money.”

651. Exhibit 10 (ID 6944), Computer Networking, 2/2007-2/2009:

“Had to go back to school and start over from the beginning because my credits from ITT tech didn’t transfer.”
652. (ID 9717), 12/2008-10/2012:
“I tried to enroll at a university but was told my credits weren’t transferable so even though I
had my associates degree I couldn’t attend another school without starting over pretty much.”

653. (ID 9036), Computer Tech, 1/2002-3/2005:
“I found out when I wanted to continue school at a junior college that my classes were not
transferable.”

654. (ID 9249), Criminal Justice, 3/2006-8/2008:
“I tried enrolling at Harrisburg Community College and Penn State University and was told by
both that ITT’s credits would not transfer and I would have to start all over again.”

655. (ID 6141), 1/2005-9/2007:
“I was told that the school was fully accredited and they never told me that the credits would not
transfer. UT rejected my credits[.]”

656. (ID 8433), 6/2000-6/2002:
“Try to go to Miami University credit didn’t transfer.”

657. (ID 8778), 1/2006-11/2009:
“I wanted to go to a different school to obtain a bachelor’s degree and found that my credits do
not transfer.”

658. (ID 8827), Construction Management, 1/2007-1/2008:
“I was told that if I wanted credits would transfer to other colleges. None of my credits transfer,
started college from scratch, even though they told me all credits transfer.”

659. (ID 8747), Construction Management, 9/2008-10/2008:
“I was told I would have to start from scratch if I enrolled at another school because ITT isn’t
accredited. None of my credits would transfer.”

“I was told in no uncertain terms that my school credits would transfer to a traditional college.”
661. (ID 8631), 2/2008-5/2010:

“I attempted to look at a few schools after graduation to continue for my bachelor’s, but NO schools that carried a degree I was confident in would accept by credits.”

662. (ID 6421, 6134), Business Administration, 11/2005-12/2007:

“They said their credits are nationally transferable but haven’t found a school whom would except their credits.”

“I couldn’t transfer my credits because it wasn’t transferable. The school was not recognized as school. So I was forced to take all the classes over.”

663. (ID 3707), Multimedia, 9/2006-2/2007:

“I was also told that my accreditation would be recognized by companies and schools alike - and that my credits would be transferable. I can afford community college but that is all - and of course, the credits I obtained at ITT were NOT transferrable.”

664. (ID 7745), 5/2006-5/2010:

“I have tried to enroll for a masters degree at other universities but get turned away due to the credits don’t transfer.”

665. (ID 3140), Project Management, 12/2008-6/2011:

“Their credits didn’t transfer to other colleges and the program want intense enough to compete with other local colleges. I called other local colleges and they said i would have to do the whole program over.”

666. (ID 9556), 8/5-5/9:

“Can’t enroll in another school cause none of the credits wwould transfer. And can’t get loans because I have some that are in default.”

667. (ID 7648 7647), 12/2009-11/2011:

“They claimed this degree would be accepted and it wasnt. If you went on to other schools all the course didnt transfer” Only some of the credits transfered and i would have to repete most of them[.]”
“Prior to enrolling in ITT tech, I was informed I could leave the school and transfer credits at any time. This turned out to be false. I had to make a decision, which was forfeit the time and money spent at this school and start all over, or continue borrowing an outrageous amount of money and finish the program. I was unable to transfer credits, even though prior to enrolling, that was one of the selling points made by the recruiter.”

“Transferring credits to another college is not allowed as the credits are not transferable. By closing, they have eliminated my ability to receive my BS without starting all over again at a four year college.”

“I tried to further my education with a bachelor’s after I graduated from ITT Tech but found that my credits wouldn’t transfer. That I would have to take the associates all over again at another school.”